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“When you have exhausted all possibilities, remember this: You haven’t.”—Thomas Edison

Abstract
Centralized Ovarian Cancer Care
Complications, Costs, and Survival
Charlotte Palmqvist
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Institute of Clinical Sciences
Sahlgrenska Academy, University of Gothenburg, Sweden 2022
Background: Ovarian cancer is often diagnosed at advanced stages, and its mortality is high.
Surgical treatment of advanced ovarian cancer strives toward complex primary debulking
surgery (PDS), aiming for complete cytoreduction (R0) and improved survival. With more
complex surgery, complications may increase and affect the crucial adjuvant chemotherapy,
which is aimed to start within 21 days. New treatment strategies may cause health care costs to
rise, although the cost of illness may fall due to lower costs of production loss.
Aim: The overall aim of this thesis was to explore survival, surgical complications, and costs
in a population-based cohort in which ovarian cancer care has been centralized.
Material and methods: The thesis is based on four population-based cohort studies with data
from the Swedish Quality Register for Gynecological Cancer. Cost analyses added data from
the regional health care database and data on sick leave and income levels from Statistics
Sweden.
Results: Paper I reports that R0 at PDS increased from 37% to 49%, and the interval between
PDS and chemotherapy decreased from 36 days to 24 days after centralization. The 3-year
relative survival (RS) rate in women treated with PDS increased from 44% to 65% and, in the
entire cohort regardless of primary treatment, from 40% to 61%. The subsequent Paper II
shows an increased 5-year RS from 24% to 37% after centralization. Median survival increased
from 27 months to 44 months, and median disease-free survival (DFS) increased 23%.
Centralization and R0 were independent factors associated with increased RS and DFS. Paper
III examines complications within 30 days of surgery after centralization. We found that
complex surgery is an independent prognostic factor associated with severe complications. Low
preoperative albumin level, residual disease and PDS were found to be associated with severe
complications. Severe complications do not seem to affect the completion of adjuvant
chemotherapy. Paper IV examines the cost of illness of ovarian cancer after centralization.
More than half the cost of illness, or 59.1%, consisted of the indirect costs of production loss
due to sick leave and premature death. There was no difference in the cost of illness depending
on income level. The direct outpatient cost differed depending on residential area.
Conclusions: Survival increased after the centralization of primary care for advanced ovarian
cancer. Complex surgery is associated with severe complications, but these complications do
not affect the completion of adjuvant chemotherapy. The societal cost of ovarian cancer may
fall with treatments that prolong survival and cost-of-illness studies needs to be incorporated in
the analysis of major organisation and treatment changes.
Keywords: Ovarian cancer, Survival, Centralization, Surgery, Cytoreduction, Residual
disease, Postoperative complications, Cost of illness, Direct costs, Indirect costs, Epidemiology
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Sammanfattning på Svenska
Äggstockscancer har hög dödlighet och upptäcks ofta i sent skede när sjukdomen
redan är spridd. Det har skett en omfattande förändring i den kirurgiska behandlingen
de senaste årtiondena, med ökat fokus på avancerad primär kirurgi vid diagnos med
målet att uppnå makroskopisk tumörfrihet (ingen för ögat synlig tumör) trots spridd
sjukdom. Ju mer komplex kirurgi som utförs desto större kirurgisk erfarenhet krävs.
Avancerad kirurgi ökar risken för komplikationer, vilket kan leda till fördröjning av
uppstarten av den kemoterapi som ges efter kirurgi och fördröjd start av kemoterapin
har rapporterats leda till försämrad överlevnad. Det senaste decenniet har nya
onkologiska behandlingar introducerats som ger ökad överlevnad, men också högre
sjukvårdskostnader. Samhällskostnaden kan dock bli lägre om överlevnaden ökar,
om till exempel kostnaden för produktionsbortfall i form av sjukskrivning och för
tidig död minskar.
Syftet med denna avhandling var att studera överlevnad, komplikationer och
kostnader vid behandling av äggstockscancer i en befolkning där vården
centraliserats. I januari 2011 infördes ett nytt vårdprogram för äggstockscancer i
Västra sjukvårdsregionen där de största förändringarna var att den avancerade
kirurgin vid primärbehandling av äggstockscancer centraliserades till Sahlgrenska
Universitets-sjukhuset och att uppstart av kemoterapibehandlingen planerades inom
28 dagar efter kirurgin, med målet att nå 21 dagar. I delarbete I och II analyseras hur
centralisering av den primära behandlingen 2011 har påverkat tiden till återfall samt
överlevnaden vid spridd äggstockscancer. Vi jämförde kvinnor som diagnosticerats
före centraliseringen, 2008–2010, med de som diagnosticerats efter, 2011–2013. I
delarbete I sågs ökad andel uppnådd makroskopisk tumörfrihet, från 37% till 49%
efter centraliseringen. Tidsintervallet mellan kirurgi och kemoterapi minskade från i
genomsnitt 36 dagar till 24 dagar. För de som genomgick primär kirurgi ökade 3årsöverlevnaden från 44% till 65%. I hela gruppen, oavsett vilken behandling som
gavs, ökade överlevnaden från 40% till 61%. Uppföljningen i delarbete II visade en
ökad 5-årsöverlevnad från 24% till 37% och en ökad medelöverlevnad från 27 till 44
månader för alla kvinnor oavsett behandling. Överdödligheten var 0.62 efter
centraliseringen, jämfört med före, vilket innebär att det var 38% lägre risk att dö för
de kvinnor som behandlades efter centraliseringen. Tiden till återfall ökade med 23%
efter centralisering av den primära behandlingen. Centraliserad primär behandling

och makroskopisk tumörfrihet efter kirurgi var båda var för sig viktiga faktorer för
både överlevnad och återfall.
Delarbete III studerar komplikationer som uppstår inom 30 dagar efter kirurgi vid
spridd äggstockscancer i en befolkning där den primära behandlingen centraliserats.
Avancerad kirurgi är en oberoende riskfaktor för allvarliga komplikationer, men
kemoterapibehandlingen kunde genomföras som planerat även för de kvinnor som
fick allvarliga komplikationer.
I delarbete IV studeras samhällskostnaden av äggstockscancer (cost of illness) i en
befolkning efter att den primära behandlingen centraliserats. Mer än halva
samhällskostnaden, 59%, utgörs av kostnaden för produktionsbortfall på grund av
sjukskrivning och för tidig död. Vi fann inga skillnader i sjukvårdskostnad mellan
olika inkomstgrupper. Det fanns en skillnad i öppenvårdskostnad, med lägre kostnad
för boende i universitetssjukhusets upptagningsområde jämfört med övriga regionen.
Sammanfattningsvis ses en ökad överlevnad efter centralisering av den primära
behandlingen av spridd äggstockscancer. Allvarliga kirurgiska komplikationer ses
vid komplex kirurgi, men kemoterapibehandlingen verkar inte påverkas av dessa
komplikationer. Samhällskostnaden för äggstockscancer kan sannolikt sjunka vid
behandling som leder till längre överlevnad eftersom en stor del av kostnaden utgörs
av produktionsbortfall till följd av sjukskrivning och för tidig död.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Epidemiology
Ovarian cancer is often diagnosed at an advanced stage and has a high mortality [1].
In 2020, approximately 314 000 women were diagnosed with ovarian cancer across
the globe, and 207 000 women died from the disease [2]. The lifetime risk of
developing ovarian cancer is less than 2% if there are no hereditary factors. However,
there is a considerable geographic variation of incidence and mortality, with a higher
incidence in developed countries: 9.4 per 100 000 women compared with 5.0 per
100 000 women in developing countries [3]. In Sweden, approximately 700 women
are diagnosed with ovarian cancer every year, of which 20% are treated in the
Western Sweden health care region (WSHCR) [4].

Rates per 100 000

The symptoms of ovarian cancer—even at an advanced stage of the disease—are
often vague, causing patients’ and doctors’ delay. Common symptoms at diagnosis
are loss of appetite, early satiety, persistent abdominal distention, frequent urination,
abdominal pain, and postmenopausal bleeding [5,6]. Ovarian cancer can affect
women of all ages but is unusual in women younger than 30 years.

Figure 1. Age specific incidence of ovarian and fallopian tube cancer in
Sweden 2019. Source: NORDCAN [7].
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Age-standardized Rate (Nordic) per 100 000

The incidence of ovarian cancer has declined since the 1970s [8,9]. An important
change in the criteria for diagnosis may be one reason for this decline, as a
histopathological analysis of ovarian tissue is now necessary in order to be able to
settle the diagnosis. If it is only possible to perform a histopathological analysis of
the peritoneum or a metastasis from another location, then the diagnosis is serous
cancer of undesignated primary site (UPS) and not ovarian cancer. Another reason
for the decline may be the protective effect and widespread use of combined oral
contraceptives [9].

Figure 2. Incidence and mortality of ovarian and fallopian tube cancer in
Sweden, 1970–2016. Source: NORDCAN [7].

The general 5-year relative survival (RS) rate for all Federation Internationale de
Gynecologie d’Obstetrique (FIGO) stages ranges between 30%–40%, with increased
short-term survival but only a small increase in long-term survival since the 1990s
[8,10]. However, a large register study from the Nordic countries including women
diagnosed 1964–2003 showed an increased survival of 10–15 percentage points over
40 years of observation [11].

1.2 Tumor classification and etiology
Ovarian cancer is not one single disease: rather, it is a cluster of different
histopathological diseases that originate from the ovary, fallopian tubes, or
peritoneum, and are together named “ovarian cancer”. Of all ovarian cancer
14
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diagnoses, approximately 90% are diagnosed as epithelial ovarian cancer, while the
remaining 10% are diagnosed as non-epithelial ovarian cancer. In this thesis, the term
ovarian cancer refers to epithelial cancer of the ovary, fallopian tube, and peritoneum,
if not otherwise stated.
1.2.1 Epithelial ovarian cancer
The main hypothesis for the origin of epithelial ovarian cancer is that the disease is
caused by repetitive trauma to the ovarian epithelial surface caused by ovulation
during the reproductive years [12]. This theory is supported by the findings of
protective and risk factors associated with ovulation and parity, as further discussed
below. The knowledge of the pathogenesis of epithelial ovarian cancer has developed
during the last decades with the finding that high-grade serous cancer (HGSC) arises
from lesions in the fallopian tube and not from the ovary.
Type I and II tumors
In 2004, in order to better study the different variations of ovarian cancer, Kurman
et al. suggested that epithelial ovarian cancer should be divided into two subgroups:
type I and type II tumors [13]. The intention was to enable research on individualized
treatments, and the model has further evolved since then [14]. Type I tumors consists
of low-grade serous (LGSC), mucinous, endometroid, and clear-cell cancers, all of
which are well-differentiated tumors that are generally diagnosed at an early stage.
However, if type I tumors are diagnosed at a late stage, they do not respond very well
to the standard treatment of adjuvant chemotherapy (carboplatin combined with
paclitaxel). These tumors are considered to be slow growers and progress via
stepwise mutations. Type I tumors comprise 30% of all ovarian cancer and account
for 10% of the mortality of ovarian cancer [14].
Type II tumors consist of HGSC and undifferentiated cancers and carcinosarcoma,
all of which are poorly differentiated and aggressive. Most type II tumors express
TP53 mutations, with 96% of HGSC tumors doing so. Type II tumors are diagnosed
at a late stage in 75% of the cases; they respond well to chemotherapy but often recur
later. Type II tumors account for 90% of ovarian cancer mortality [14].
Five different subgroups
To further individualize epithelial ovarian cancer, Prat et al. suggested five different
subgroups [15]:
-

HGSC (70%)
Endometroid cancer (10%)
15
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-

Clear-cell cancer (10%)
Mucinous cancer (3%)
LGSC (<5%)

These 5 subgroups have different origins, prognoses, and treatments [15]. As
previously mentioned, most cases of HGSC originate from the tubal fimbria as serous
tubal intraepithelial carcinoma, referred to as STIC, and causes ovarian, fallopian
tube, or primary peritoneal cancer. LGSC and mucinous cancer are believed to
originate from serous and mucinous benign tumors that gradually transform into
borderline tumors and then progress to malignant tumors. Endometroid and clearcell cancer are believed to originate from ovarian endometriosis.
1.2.2 Non-epithelial ovarian cancer
Non-epithelial ovarian cancer is even more diverse than epithelial ovarian cancer; it
is subdivided into three categories, with each category containing several more or
less rare diagnoses [16]. Germ-cell tumors originate from the germ cells of the ovary,
while sex cord-stromal tumors originate from the sex cord and ovarian stroma. The
third category of non-epithelial ovarian cancer contains extremely rare tumors of
mesenchymal origin. Non-epithelial ovarian cancer is usually found at an early stage,
but there are exceptions with very aggressive tumors that require rapid management
[16].

1.3 Diagnostics
1.3.1 Imaging
Transvaginal ultrasound
Transvaginal ultrasound is the most common and effective diagnostic tool for
gynecological diseases, including ovarian cancer [17]. However, even if it is possible
to visualize the ovaries, many aggressive cancers metastasize before reaching a
detectable size, and high inter-observer variation has been noted in many studies
[18,19]. It is essential to try to differentiate between benign and malignant tumors of
the ovary in order to be able to make sound treatment recommendations. Even though
ultrasound examination is subjective, the best way to characterize an adnexal mass
is by examination by an expert transvaginal ultrasound operator [20].
Standardized algorithms such as the “simple rules” have been developed to increase
the sensitivity and specificity of transvaginal ultrasound examinations. The so-called
16
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“simple rules” are considered to be user-friendly and include 10 ultrasound features,
with five suggesting a benign tumor and five suggesting a malignant tumor. If at least
one malignant feature and no benign features are spotted, the lesion is considered to
be malignant. Conversely, if at least one benign feature and no malignant features
are found, the lesion is considered to be benign [21]. In about 20% of cases, the
assessment is complicated with both malignant and benign features—or, with no
“simple rules” features at all. Surgical intervention is recommended in this subgroup, since 40% have a malignant diagnosis [22].
CT, PET CT, and MRI
Contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen and chest is the gold
standard of preoperative staging and treatment evaluation in ovarian cancer [23]. A
contrast-enhanced CT has an overall accuracy of 89% for detecting malignant tumors
located in the adnexa, but limitations in detecting small peritoneal metastases [24].
Peritoneal lesions larger than 1 cm are detected with a specificity of 91%–96%, and
a sensitivity of 85%–93%. The highest sensitivity is obtained for peritoneal lesions
on the paracolic gutters and infracolic omentum, at >70%, whereas lesions on the
liver and diaphragm are only detected in 50% of cases [25]. The use of a preoperative
standardized assessment using CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in
combination with various clinical criteria has been suggested in deciding whether
primary debulking surgery (PDS) or neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) is the best
treatment to fit the patient [26-28]. One study compared preoperative imaging with
surgical outcomes. Three specified areas were considered to be inoperable tumor
sites:
-

-

Peritoneal implants >2 cm in the porta hepatis, intersegmental fissure, gall
bladder fossa, subphrenic space, gastrohepatic ligament, gastrosplenic
ligament, lesser sac, or root of the small bowel mesentery
Retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy >2 cm above the renal hila
Hepatic metastases or abdominal wall invasion

Cytoreductive surgery was suboptimal in 21 women (15%), 16 of which were
considered to be inoperable in the preoperative radiological evaluation. One patient
was considered to be radiologically inoperable, but complete cytoreduction (R0) was
achieved at surgery [26]. Another study calculated a predictive index score for each
patient, including 13 preoperative imaging features and preoperative performance
status. The predictive model was highly accurate in predicting suboptimal surgery
[27].
17
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MRI and positron emission tomography (PET) CT are recommended in the
investigation of selected cases. MRI is especially helpful when an ovarian tumor is
difficult to categorize using transvaginal ultrasound or CT. MRI differentiates tissue
such as blood or fat well and is superior to CT examinations in the pelvis due to better
soft tissue contrast resolution [29]. PET CT may be useful in staging ovarian cancer
in the primary preoperative assessment and for detecting recurrent disease when
biomarkers are rising but there is no finding on CT or MRI. However, PET CT, as a
form of CT, cannot find peritoneal lesions smaller than 1 cm, and inflammatory
processes may cause false-positive results [30].
1.3.2 Diagnostic laparoscopy and peritoneal cancer index
It has been suggested that the combination of radiologic evaluation and selective
diagnostic laparoscopy may be the best way to assess operability of advanced
ovarian cancer with the aim of optimal cytoreduction (defined as residual disease of
≤1 cm) [31,32]. A Cochrane review from 2019 including 18 studies reports that
diagnostic laparoscopy accurately identified patients that later had optimal
cytoreduction in 69% to 100% of the cases. Two of the included studies reported
specificity and sensitivity calculations and found no false positive laparoscopies,
i.e., if the laparoscopy assessed that the tumor was unresectable, than it truly was
unresectable at primary surgery [32]. There is no generally used standardized
method of categorizing the distribution of peritoneal metastases in advanced ovarian
cancer, although assessment of the peritoneal cancer index (PCI) has been proposed
as a valuable tool [33,34]. The PCI was introduced in the mid-1990s to categorize
the distribution of peritoneal metastases in colorectal cancer [35] and it assesses the
abdomen in 13 sections where tumor size in each section is graded from 0 (no tumor)
to 3 (>5 cm). The PCI can be evaluated using preoperative imaging or diagnostic
laparoscopy. Colorectal surgery is generally not recommended to patients with a PCI
of more than 20 [36]. Studies evaluating the use of the PCI in advanced ovarian
cancer all recommend different cut-offs to predict unresectable disease: >20; >24;
and >25 [31,33,37].
1.3.3 Biomarkers
The protein cancer antigen 125 (CA-125) was introduced in the 1980s as a way to
measure response to treatment in epithelial ovarian cancer and has widespread use in
monitoring treatments and detecting recurrence [38]. The use of CA-125 has evolved
further since its introduction and now includes common usage as a diagnostic tool.
Serum levels are elevated (>35 U/mL) in 80% of epithelial ovarian cancer patients
in advanced stages and 50% in early stages, except in mucinous cancer [39].
18
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However, CA-125 levels may also be raised by benign conditions and diseases or by
other malignancies affecting the pleura, pericardium, or peritoneum [40]. CA-125 is
not recommended as a tool for predicting surgical resectability [41]. A combination
of human epididymis 4 (HE4) and CA-125 has been suggested to increase specificity,
especially in premenopausal women in whom benign conditions such as
menstruation, pregnancy, and endometriosis can be reasons for elevated CA-125
levels [42].
1.3.4 Screening
Many attempts have been made to diagnose ovarian cancer at earlier stages, including
different setups for screening, but so far none have succeeded [43]. Stage shifting
would increase survival and reduce the risk of adverse events at advanced ovarian
cancer surgery. A successful screening program has the ability to find a disease while
simultaneously avoiding harming those in a population who do not have the disease.
The main target of the screening strategies is HGSC, due to its rapid growth and high
mortality. It has been proposed that HGSC has a diameter of 3 cm when it develops
into stage III disease, so a screening program would need to find lesions smaller than
3 cm [44]. The main historical screening model has been a combination of
transvaginal ultrasound and CA-125. Recent studies have suggested the addition of
HE4 to increase sensitivity, that is, to improve the ability to find an existing disease
[45]. Future screening research projects may include the analysis of free tumor DNA,
possibly in combination with protein biomarkers.

1.4 Prognostic factors
1.4.1 Age
Age is a well-established independent risk factor of ovarian cancer, as increased age
allows for a longer time period in which random genetic alterations of the ovary may
occur. The mean age at diagnosis is 60 years, except for hereditary cancers that occur
earlier [46]. Women diagnosed before 65 years of age have significantly improved
survival rates compared with women aged 65 or older, regardless of stage [8]. In
FIGO stage I, the 60-month survival was 88.3% for younger women and 66.6% for
older women and in FIGO stage III, 45.6% compared with 28.5% respectively [8].
1.4.2 Stage
Since ovarian cancer is a very heterogeneous disease, the prognostic factors vary;
nevertheless, a common prognostic factor for all histopathologies is stage. Most
19
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women are diagnosed at an advanced stage, and stage is the strongest predictor of
survival. The description of FIGO stages is shown in Table 1. The 5-year survival of
advanced ovarian cancer is approximately 30%, compared with more than 90% in
FIGO stage I [8]. Survival per FIGO stage in Sweden is described in Figure 3.
Table 1. FIGO stages of ovarian, fallopian tube, and primary peritoneal cancer.
Stage

Description

I
IA
IB
IC

Tumor confined to ovary (or ovaries) or fallopian tube(s)
Tumor limited to one ovary or fallopian tube, no tumor on the surface
Tumor involves both ovaries or fallopian tubes, no tumor on the surface
Tumor involves one or two of the ovaries or fallopian tubes and any of the
following:
Surgical spill
Capsule rupture before surgery or tumor on the surface
Malignant cells in ascites or peritoneal washings
Tumor involves one or both ovaries or fallopian tubes with pelvic extensions or
peritoneal cancer
Extension and/or implants on the uterus and/or fallopian tubes and/or ovaries
Extension to other pelvic intraperitoneal surfaces
Tumor involves one or both ovaries or fallopian tubes or peritoneal cancer with
confirmed spread to peritoneum outside the pelvis or retroperitoneal lymph
nodes
Positive retroperitoneal lymph nodes only
Lymph node metastasis ≤10 mm
Lymph node metastasis >10 mm
Microscopic extrapelvic peritoneal involvement
Macroscopic extrapelvic peritoneal metastasis ≤2 cm
Macroscopic extrapelvic peritoneal metastasis >2 cm
Distant metastases excluding peritoneal metastases
Pleural effusion with positive cytology
Parenchymal metastases and metastases to extra-abdominal organs

IC1
IC2
IC3
II
IIA
IIB
III
IIIA
IIIA1 (i)
IIIA1 (ii)
IIIA2
IIIB
IIIC
IV
IVA
IVB

Staging introduced Jan 1st, 2014. FIGO: Federation Internationale de Gynecologie
d’Obstetrique

20
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Figure 3. Relative survival of ovarian, fallopian tube, and primary peritoneal cancer per
Federation Internationale de Gynecologie d’Obstetrique (FIGO) stage in Sweden 2008–2020.
X= stage not reported. Source: Swedish Quality Register for Gynecological Cancer [47].

1.4.3 Genetic mutations
The strongest known risk factor for ovarian cancer is genetic mutation, where
mutations can be either germline (inherited) or somatic (a mutation acquired during
one’s life). Genetic mutations cause 20%–25% of all ovarian cancer, among which
breast and ovarian cancer syndrome, referred to as breast cancer gene 1 and 2
(BRCA1/2), and Lynch’s syndrome are the most common mutations [48]. In a study
of 360 women treated with PDS in the United States, BRCA1 constituted
approximately 40%, BRCA2 constituted 20%, and various mutations made up the
remaining 40% [48]. There was no known family history in more than 30% of
identified germline mutations, and more than 35% were 60 years or older at diagnosis
[48]. When there is one family member with ovarian cancer, but no known genetic
mutation in the family, the lifetime risk of ovarian cancer is 4%–5%; with two family
members the risk is 7%, compared with less than 2% in the general population
[49,50]. Women with hereditary ovarian cancer have better survival outcomes than
those with non-hereditary cancers [51]. The introduction of poly(ADP)ribose
polymerase inhibitors (PARPi), which show impressive survival improvement in
patients with genetic mutations, has led to an increase in genetic testing and will
change our knowledge about the epidemiology of genetic mutations in future studies.
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Mutations are found in all epithelial ovarian cancer histologies, except for mucinous
cancers, and are most often found in HGSC [48,51].
Breast and ovarian cancer syndrome
The breast and ovarian cancer syndrome is caused by germline mutations in the
tumor-suppressor genes of BRCA1 and BRCA2. Both BRCA proteins participate in
the regulation of gene expression and the repair of double-strand DNA breaks. As
far as we know at present, BRCA mutations are present in approximately 10% of
ovarian cancers. BRCA1 is more common than BRCA2. Women with germline
BRCA1 have a 40%–50% risk of ovarian cancer during their lifetime, and BRCA2
carriers have a risk of 20%–30% [51]. Women with germline BRCA mutations are
usually diagnosed with ovarian cancer at an earlier age than non-carriers, but in
BRCA2 carriers, an age above 60 at diagnosis is not uncommon [48,51].
The risk of BRCA mutations varies in populations, with the highest incidence
occurring in people of Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry, among which approximately 2.5%
are carriers of BRCA mutations, compared with 0.2%–0.5% in the general
population. In this population, ovarian cancer is caused by BRCA mutations in up to
40% of cases [52]. Ashkenazi Jews originate from Central and Northern Europe and
constitutes 80% of the Jewish population worldwide.
BRCA carriers are recommended to have prophylactic salpingo-oophorectomy after
their reproductive years, at 35–40 years of age for BRCA1 carriers and 40–50 years
of age in BRCA2 carriers. Combined oral contraceptives reduce the risk of ovarian
cancer in BRCA carriers, as well as in the general population. [53,54]. The risk
reduction is estimated to be 5% for every year of use and combined oral
contraceptives should be offered to healthy carriers of BRCA if prophylactic surgery
has not been performed [54].
Lynch’s syndrome
Lynch’s syndrome, formerly known as hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer
syndrome, is caused by a mutation in the DNA mismatch repair genes, primarily
hMLH1 and hMSH2. Lynch’s syndrome causes a lifetime risk of colorectal cancer
of 70%–90%, endometrial cancer of 40%–60% and ovarian cancer of 10%–15%
[55,56]. Women with Lynch’s syndrome are typically diagnosed with ovarian cancer
at 40 years of age, which is approximately 20 years earlier than the age of diagnosis
in the general population [57]. The most common ovarian cancer histology among
women with Lynch’s syndrome is endometroid cancer (29%–53%) [58,59].
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Homologous recombination deficiency
The introduction of PARPi treatment has led to widespread ovarian tumor genomic
sequencing and an increased knowledge of homologous recombination deficiency
(HRD), which includes the BRCA genes and multiple others. The HRD impairs DNA
damage repair and can probably be found, both germline and somatic, in 50% of
epithelial ovarian cancers [60]. Women diagnosed with an ovarian cancer with HRD
will benefit from treatment with PARPi and genomic HRD testing is recommended,
as discussed further below.
1.4.4. Hormonal and reproductive factors
Ovulation is believed to be a factor connecting different risk factors associated with
ovarian cancer, such as early menarche, late menopause, and low parity. The reason
for the increased risk is believed to be the inflammation caused by ovulation.
Nulliparous women have a higher risk of all subtypes of ovarian cancer [61]. A fertile
period that is 1 year longer increases the risk of ovarian cancer by 6% [62].
Menopausal hormone therapy also increases the risk of ovarian cancer, especially the
subtypes of HGSC and endometroid cancer, as reported in a large register study
including almost 1 million Danish women [63]. The risk declines with every year
after completed treatment. The researchers running the register study estimated one
additional case of ovarian cancer for every 8 300 women treated with menopausal
hormone therapy each year [63]. On the other hand, oral contraceptives decrease the
risk of serous, endometroid, and clear-cell carcinomas. A 5-year increase in the use
of oral contraceptives lowered the risk of ovarian cancer with 14%–15% [61].
Breastfeeding is also associated with a protective effect, with a 24% lower risk of
ovarian cancer in women who have ever breastfed compared with those who have
never breastfed. The protective effect of breast feeding is presumed to be caused by
the inhibition of ovulation [64].
1.4.5 Endometriosis
Endometriosis is a known risk factor for endometroid and clear-cell cancers [61],
which may, at least partly, be the reason why hysterectomy and tubal ligation have
been proposed to protect against ovarian cancer [65,66]. Nevertheless, the lifetime
risk of ovarian cancer in women diagnosed with endometriosis is less than 3% [67].
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1.5 Primary surgery
1.5.1 Primary surgery in early stages
Early-stage disease may be difficult to distinguish from benign tumors during
preoperative assessment and surgery. Surgery is needed to establish the diagnosis
and includes hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, and omentectomy. In a
young patient, fertility-sparing surgery may be used depending on histology, grade
and stage. Pelvic and paraaortic lymphadenectomies are recommended for staging in
assumed stage I, but can be evicted in LGSC, low-grade endometroid cancer, and in
mucinous cancer due to their relatively low potential for metastases [68]. In stage II,
all macroscopic disease should be removed in addition to hysterectomy, salpingooophorectomy, and omentectomy.
1.5.2 Primary debulking surgery vs interval debulking surgery in advanced
stages
A vivid debate has occurred over more than 20 years on whether PDS followed by
adjuvant chemotherapy, or NACT followed by interval debulking surgery (IDS), is
the best possible care in advanced ovarian cancer [69-78]; Table 2 shows an overview
of selected studies on PDS and NACT discussed in this thesis. Multiple retrospective
studies have shown increased survival in women treated with complete cytoreduction
at PDS followed by adjuvant chemotherapy [79-81]. Complete cytoreduction at IDS
has not had the same effect on survival [71], indicating that there may be a change
in tumor biology after treatment with chemotherapy. Randomized controlled trials
(RCT) have been designed to address whether PDS or IDS is preferable for the
patients. However, the narrow inclusion and exclusion criteria that are often used in
RCTs, may make the results difficult to apply in a complete population and RCTs
also encounter the difficulty of assessing and evaluating the diverging performances
of different treatment centers and surgeons. Nevertheless, the RCTs that have been
performed, listed in Table 2, have not indicated any survival differences, although
fewer complications were observed following NACT and IDS compared with PDS
followed by adjuvant chemotherapy [69,73,75,82]. The RCTs have been discussed
and criticized thoroughly, due to low inclusion rates and primary surgery not
reaching the expected standard, with low rates of complete cytoreductive surgery. To
further explore the question of which primary treatment is superior, a randomized
controlled multicenter trial (Trial on Radical Upfront Surgical Therapy (TRUST),
NCT02828616) organized by the German Gynecological Oncology Group is
ongoing [83]. Only centers that are considered to have a high success rate regarding
complete cytoreduction are included in the study and the outcome will be of great
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interest to the gynecological oncology community and patients [83]. Results of the
5-years of follow-up from the TRUST trial are expected in 2024.

Figure 4. Relative survival for ovarian, fallopian tube, and primary peritoneal cancer,
comparing women treated with primary debulking surgery (PDS) vs interval debulking surgery
(IDS), Federation Internationale de Gynecologie d’Obstetrique (FIGO) stage III–IV, in Sweden
2008–2020. Source: Swedish Quality Register for Gynecological Cancer [47].
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Table 2. Overview of selected studies evaluating PDS and NACT in advanced ovarian cancer
Author, Sample Study Diagnosis FIGO Study Median
year
size
period
Stage design age
(PDS/
PDS/
NACT)
NACT

Resection Severe
Survival
rate at
complications PDS/NACT
PDS
and shortterm
mortality
PDS/IDS

Aletti et
al. [79]
2006

n=194
(PDS)

1994–
1998

EOC

IIIC

RS, SC

64y

Bristow et
al. [71]
2006
du Bois et
al. [81]
2009

n=835
(NACT)

1989–
2005

EOC

III-IV

MA

54-68y

n=3 388
(PDS)

1995–
2002

EOC

IIB-IV

MA, PS 59y

Vergote et n=670
1998–
al. [75]
(336/ 334) 2006
2010

EOC, FC,
PPC

IIIC-IV RCT,
MC

62/ 63y

R0 19.4%,
R1–10 mm
22.2%,
R>10 mm
53%

Chi et al.
[76]
2012

n=316
(285/31)
90% PDS

1998–
2006

EOC, FC,
PPC

IIIC-IV RS, SC

60/ 60y

R0 24% ,
R1–10mm
47%, R>10
mm 29%

Kehoe et
al. [73]
2015

n=550
(276/274)

2004–
2010

EOC, FC,
PPC

III-IV

RCT,
MC

66/ 65y

R0 17%,
R≤10 mm
24%, R>10
mm 59%.

Onda et al. n=301
[82]
(149/152)
2016

2006–
2011

EOC, FC,
PPC

III-IV

RCT,
MC

59/ 61ya.

RauhHain et al.
[80]
2017

n=22 962
(19 836/
3 126)
86% PDS

2003–
2011

EOC

IIIC-IV RS, MC 56y*b

R0 12%,
R<10 mm
26%, R≥10
mm 63%.

Fagotti et
al. [69]
2020

n=171
(84/87)

2011–
2016

EOC, FC,
PPC

IIIC-IV RCT,
SC

55/ 56ya*

R0 23.7%,
R1–9 mm
43.8%,
R≥10 mm
32.4%

Short-term
mortality 1.5%

Median OS: 24.5
months

R0 33.5%,
R1–10 mm
31.2%,
R>10 mm
35.3%

R0 47.6%
R1–10 mm
45.2%,
R>10 mm
7.1%

5-year OS: 35%
R<10mm: 46–47%

Hemorrhage: 7.4/
4.1%.
Infection: 8.1/
1.7%. Venous
complications:
2.6/ 0%.
Short- term
mortality: 2.5/
0.7%
Complications:
PDS 9%.
Short- term
mortality:
PDS 0.7%

5-year OS: 39.0%.
Median OS: 44.1
months.
R0: 99.1 months,
R1–10 mm: 36.2
months,
R>10 mm: 29.6 months.
Median PFS: 18.2
months.
Median OS: 29/
30 months
R0: 45/ 38 months
R1–10 mm: 32/
27 months
R>10 mm: 26/
25 months
Median PFS: 12/
12 months
Median OS: 50/
37 months
PDS; R0: 78 months,
R1–10 mm: 50 months,
R >10 mm 36 months.
Median PFS at PDS:
17 months
Median OS: 22.6/ 24.1
months. Median PFS:
12/ 11 months

Complications:
24/14%.
Short- term
mortality: 6%/
<1%
Complications:
15.0/ 4.6%.
Short-term
mortality: 0.7/ 0%
Short-term
5-year OS: 32.8/ 25.3%.
mortality: 2.6/
Median OS: 37.3/
1.2%
32.1 months
Complications:
25.9/ 7.6%.
Short-term
mortality: 8.3/
0%c

Median OS: 41/
43 months. Median PFS:
15/ 14 months

PDS: Primary debulking surgery; NACT: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy; FIGO: Federation Internationale de
Gynecologie d’Obstetrique; IDS: Interval debulking surgery; EOC: Epithelial ovarian cancer; FC: Fallopian tube
cancer; PPC: Primary peritoneal cancer; RS: Retrospective study cohort; PS: Prospective study cohort; MA: Metaanalysis; SC: Single center; MC: Multi center; n: number; y: years; R: Residual disease; OS: Overall survival;
PFS: Progression-free survival; a only age up to 75 included; b only age up to 70 included; c within 6 months; *
mean age
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1.5.3 Cytoreductive surgery
The size of residual disease at primary surgery matters, as demonstrated as early as
1975 by Griffiths et al. [84]. It has since been established that complete cytoreduction
at PDS, resulting in no macroscopic residual disease (0 mm = R0), is associated with
the highest progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) in women with
advanced ovarian cancer [81,85,86].
Achieving complete cytoreduction to R0 in advanced stages often requires en-bloc
bowel resections in the pelvis, upper abdominal surgery such as removal of the
peritoneum from the diaphragm, and splenectomies. Primary surgery for advanced
ovarian cancer performed by an experienced gynecological oncologist at a highvolume center has been shown to have an increased outcome of PFS and OS, in
comparison with surgery performed by a general gynecologists or surgeon at a lowvolume center [87-91]. Until the results of the LION-trial [92], a well-designed RCT,
were published, pelvic and paraaortic lymphadenectomies were performed at several
high-profile centers with the aim of possibly improving survival in advanced stages,
even when no apparent bulky nodes were observed during preoperative radiologic
assessment or surgery. However, the LION trial reported no survival benefit even if
microscopic lymph node metastases were found, but rather an increase in
postoperative complications [92]. The surgical standard of care for advanced stages
has been modified since the LION trail, and lymphadenectomies are now performed
as part of cytoreductive surgery only if bulky nodes are found.
Not all women with advanced ovarian cancers are suitable or feasible for primary
extensive cytoreduction due to age, comorbidities, tumor burden, or other reasons
such as patient or family requests. One of the challenges of advanced surgery is the
potential for complications and the possibility of delaying the start of chemotherapy.
Aletti et al. published a study in 2007 on the complexity of balancing short-term
morbidity with OS in advanced ovarian cancer [93]. A surgical complexity score
(SCS) was constructed and presented, which has been frequently used thereafter in
studies on advanced ovarian cancer.
The SCS was divided into three categories:
-

Simple surgery (0–3 points)
Intermediate surgery (4–7 points)
Complex surgery (≥8 points)
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Table 3 shows the original SCS by Aletti et al. [93], as well as the modified version
used in Paper III.
Table 3. Surgical complexity score.
Aletti surgical complexity score [93]
1 point
Hysterectomy
and salpingooophorectomy
Pelvic
lymphadenectomy
Paraaortic
lymphadenectomy
Omentectomy

2 points
Large bowel resection

3 points
4 points
Rectosigmoidectomy,
T-T anastomosis

Splenectomy
Liver resection
Diaphragm
peritonectomy/
resection

Abdominal
peritonectomy
Pelvic peritonectomy
Small bowel resection
Modified Aletti surgical complexity score (adapted from Paper III)
1 point
Hysterectomy
and salpingooophorectomy
Pelvic
lymphadenectomy
Paraaortic
lymphadenectomy
Inguinal
lymphadenectomy
Omentectomy
Abdominal
peritonectomy
Pelvic peritonectomy
Small bowel resection
Appendectomy
Umbilical hernia repair
Abdominal wall
reconstruction

2 points
Large bowel resection

3 points
4 points
Rectosigmoidectomy, Total peritonectomy
T-T anastomosis

Splenectomy

Resection of liver
segment
Cystectomy

Liver resection

Diaphragm
Pancreatic resection
peritonectomy/resection
Cholecystectomy
Partial gastrectomy
Bladder resection
Nephrectomy
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1.6 Surgical complications
Postoperative complications usually refer to complications reported within 30 days
after surgery. In ovarian cancer, chemotherapy treatment usually starts around 30
days after surgery, making it more difficult to untangle the reason for complications
that occur after 30 days. The rate of severe postoperative complications in advanced
ovarian cancer varies greatly between different studies, probably due to different
patient selection, surgical approach and categorization of complications [69,94].
Fagotti et al. reported severe complications in 20% of the complete cohort in an RCT
comparing PDS and IDS [69]. Pleural effusion requiring drainage was the most
common severe postoperative complication, constituting 51% of complications [69].
Moreover, rectosigmoid resections with primary anastomosis have a complication
rate of 3%–6% in ovarian cancer patients [95-97].
The Clavien-Dindo (CD) classification of complications was first introduced in 2004
[98]. Prior to this, there was no definition for grading surgical complications in either
clinical practice or research. The CD classification is now widely used in many
surgical fields and has been used to study postoperative complications in ovarian
cancer as well.
Table 4. Clavien-Dindo classification of surgical complications [98].
Grade Definition
I
II
III
IIIa
IIIb
IV
IVa
IVb
V

Any deviation from the normal postoperative course, without need for intervention,
except for pharmaceuticals for symptom relief e.g., antiemetics, antipyretics,
diuretics, electrolytes, and physiotherapy. Wound infections opened at bedside.
Complications requiring pharmacological treatment
Complications requiring surgical, endoscopic, or radiological intervention
Complications requiring intervention without general anesthesia
Complications requiring intervention with general anesthesia
Life-threatening complication requiring intermediate or intensive care
Single organ dysfunction
Multi organ dysfunction
Death

Complications are the adverse effects of advanced surgery. Wright et al. showed that
high-volume centers were associated with higher rates of major complications, but
were also more likely to rescue [99]. Women treated at a low-volume hospital who
experienced complications were 48% more likely to die than women experiencing
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complications at high-volume hospitals [99]. The European Society of
Gynaecological Oncology (ESGO) introduced perioperative guidelines in 2021 for a
range of identified situations, suggesting a variety of strategies to minimize surgical
adverse events [100].
Older age is a common general risk factor for surgical complications. At advanced
ovarian cancer surgery, women <50 years old had a complication rate of 17.1% vs
20.2% at age 50–59, 25.5% at age 60–69, 29.7% at age 70–79, and 31.5% at age 80
[101]. Another common general risk factor for surgical complications is a high bodymass index (BMI); furthermore, BMI was found to be an independent risk factor for
severe complications in advanced ovarian cancer surgery [102]. However, the effect
of BMI may be difficult to fully interpret in a population of advanced ovarian cancer
patients among which a large volume of ascites is common. Impaired physical
functioning and an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance
status >1 were also independent significant risk factors for severe complications
[102]. In a register study on surgical complications in the United States, which
included more than 7 000 women with ovarian cancer, 5.8% had CD IV
complications and 0.9% died within 30 days (CD V) [103]. The identified variables
strongly associated with complications were:
- Age ≥80
- American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) score ≥4
- ≥3 cytoreductive surgeries
- Bleeding disorders
1.6.1 Performance status and comorbidities
Performance status is a standardized way to describe how a disease affects the daily
life of a patient and it is used in both clinical work and research. The Karnofsky
scoring system was introduced in 1949 to provide guidance in the clinical assessment
of chemotherapy; it includes scores from 0 (dead) to 100 (no evidence of disease,
healthy) [104]. In 1982, ECOG published a performance status that had been under
development since the 1960s, which is now widely spread and considered easy to
use in clinical practice and research [105].The score was adopted by the World
Health Organization (WHO) and runs from 0 (perfect health) to 5 (dead), presented
in Table 5. The ASA score is a measure of a patient’s physical status from 1 (healthy)
to 6 (brain-dead) [106,107], presented in Table 6. The ASA score is commonly used
in preoperative assessments by anesthesiologists and is therefore widely available in
medical records, which makes it attractive for research as well. In a study on
colorectal cancer, ASA scores could be used as a surrogacy for ECOG/WHO
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performance status in cancer surgery risk models predicting length of hospital stay
[108].
Table 5. ECOG/WHO performance status [105].
Grade Description
0
1
2
3
4
5

Fully active, able to carry on all pre-disease performance without restriction
Restricted in physically strenuous activity but ambulatory and able to carry out
work of a light or sedentary nature, e.g., light house work, office work
Ambulatory and capable of all selfcare but unable to carry out any work activities.
Up and about more than 50% of all waking hours
Capable of only limited selfcare, confined to bed or chair more than 50% of
waking hours
Completely disabled. Cannot carry on any selfcare. Totally confined to bed or
chair
Dead

ECOG: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; WHO: World Health Organization

Table 6. ASA-score [106].
Grade Description
1
2
3
4
5
6

A normal, healthy patient
A patient with a mild systemic disease
A patient with a severe systemic disease that is not life-threatening
A patient with a severe systemic disease that is a constant threat to life
A moribund patient that is not expected to survive if surgery is not performed
within 24 hours
A brain-dead patient

ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists

The Charlson comorbidity score was introduced in 1987 as a tool for research, with
the ambition to prospectively identify comorbidities that could affect survival [109].
All comorbidities and their seriousness are accounted for in the score and are
assigned a weight between 1 (e.g. myocardial infarction or chronic pulmonary
disease) and 6 (e.g. AIDS or metastatic solid tumor) [109]. In advanced ovarian
cancer treated with PDS, the age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity score was not
associated with complications but was a predictor of complete cytoreduction, PFS,
and OS [110]. At IDS, a high age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity score tripled the
risk of severe postoperative complications [111].
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1.6.2 Frailty index
Frailty is a summarizing term for multidimensional health problems often associated
with ageing, although including several aspects other than age. A frailty index was
introduced by Mitnitski et al. in 2001, which measures how a patients daily life
activities are affected by several accumulating deficits such as symptoms, disease
status, and disabilities [112]. The calculation of a frailty index is complex and
involves several questionnaires and screening tools; it is recommended to include at
least 30 variables [113]. Frailty in ovarian cancer patients has been evaluated in a
prospective study of 144 patients, including quality-of-life questionnaires,
comorbidities, a mini mental state examination, nutritional risk screening, a timed
“up-and-go” test, and a hand-grip strength test. Frail patients constituted 33% of the
study cohort and had more than five times higher risk of severe complications (CD
≥IIIb) [114]. Frailty, albumin levels <35.5 g/L, and any residual tumor after surgery
were also independent predictors of decreased OS [114]. Frailty and high SCS were
confirmed as independent predictors of severe complications using a modified frailty
index [94].
1.6.3 Surgical risk algorithms
Although PDS resulting in complete cytoreduction followed by adjuvant
chemotherapy is the treatment option with the best survival outcome in advanced
ovarian cancer, some patients are not fit for this extensive treatment and could instead
benefit from NACT and IDS. Finding an algorithm that determines which treatment
is the best option for every woman is a conundrum that remains to be solved.
Determining the frailty of a patient is complex and includes multiple factors, and
therefore it is limited in its use in clinical practice. As previously discussed, the use
of CT-scan findings—possibly combined with performance status, CA-125 and
selective diagnostic laparoscopies—has been suggested [27,28]. In addition to tumor
burden and performance status, age, comorbidities, and preoperative serum albumin
levels are often included in preoperative assessments [115].
In their multicenter study describing SCS, Aletti et al. reported that SCS correlated
with morbidity but not with mortality [93]. Age, ASA-score, serum albumin levels,
and SCS were independent risk factors. In a follow-up study in 2011, a small highrisk population was identified and defined by combining three factors [115]:
- Age ≥75 years
- ASA ≥3 or preoperative albumin <30 g/L
- High tumor dissemination or stage IV
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The Mayo clinic introduced a formal triage algorithm in 2016 categorizing highrisk patients, in which one out of three criteria triaged the patient to NACT [116]:
- Age ≥80 years
- Age 75–79 years and one of the following:

-

• ASA score 3–4
• Stage IV disease with multiple liver or lung metastases
• Complex surgery (more than hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, and
omentectomy)

Albumin <35 g/L

Evaluation of the algorithm showed reduced 90-day mortality after PDS, decreased
residual disease, and shortened time between PDS and adjuvant chemotherapy [116].
The Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center reported on a slightly different
algorithm identifying high-risk patients by combining CT-scan scores with all three
of the following [117]:
- Age >75 years
- ASA score ≥3 or extensive disease
- Albumin <35 g/L
Diagnostic laparoscopy was performed in this selected group before settling on PDS
or NACT [117]. To the best of my knowledge, there are no formal preoperative
algorithms that are used in an organizational (e.g., ESGO) or nationwide setting.

1.7 Primary oncological treatment
1.7.1 Chemotherapy
Since the 1980s, the standard primary treatment for advanced epithelial ovarian
cancer has been surgery combined with platinum-based chemotherapy. Paclitaxel
was added in the 1990s after two RCTs showed significantly increased PFS and OS
[118,119], a finding that was further confirmed in additional studies [120,121]. Cases
with low-grade endometroid and LGSC FIGO stage IA–IB and mucinous cancer
FIGO stage IA–IC may dispense with adjuvant chemotherapy. Single platinum
chemotherapy can be recommended for other stage I tumors if properly staged with
pelvic and paraaortic lymphadenectomy. In FIGO stages II–IV, standard treatment
is carboplatin (AUC 5) and paclitaxel (175mg/m2) intravenously every third week for
6 cycles, with an evaluation regarding response with CT scans at cycles 3 and 6. The
time interval between PDS and the start of chemotherapy affects survival and when
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chemotherapy started within 28 days instead of after 28 days, the 3-year survival
increased from 34% to 54% [122].
1.7.2 Intraperitoneal chemotherapy
Intraperitoneal chemotherapy has been discussed as an option in the treatment of
advanced ovarian cancer, especially in women with advanced stages and with
residual disease of less than 1 cm after surgery [123]. Distributing chemotherapy in
the abdomen leads to a higher concentration at the tumor site, but the same
concentration in the blood as when distributed intravenously. A Cochrane review
published in 2016, found nine RCTs studying intraperitoneal chemotherapy, where
six were considered to be of high quality. The conclusion from the review was that
intraperitoneal chemotherapy improves survival, however, complications and
morbidity increased [123]. Questions still remain about the optimal dose, timing, and
combination with intravenously distributed chemotherapy. Intraperitoneal chemotherapy is generally not recommended outside of clinical trials at present [124].
Hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) is an established treatment of
colorectal cancer with peritoneal metastases, but it is at present not recommended in
advanced ovarian cancer outside clinical trials [124]. Studies have shown diverging
results with two RCTs showing survival benefits and acceptable morbidity in women
with advanced ovarian cancer treated with HIPEC in addition to IDS [125,126] and
one RCT that show no survival difference [127]. Women treated with PDS had no
survival benefit with the addition of HIPEC [126,127]. The RCTs have been
criticized for having narrow inclusion criteria, small study cohorts and long inclusion
periods.
1.7.3 Angiogenesis inhibitors
Angiogenesis is essential in tumor growth. The angiogenesis inhibitor bevacizumab
was first evaluated in primary treatment in 2011 in the RCTs ICON7 and GOG-218
[128,129]. The results showed increased PFS by up to 4 months when bevacizumab
was added to chemotherapy treatment but no OS benefit in the complete cohort [128130]. Patients with a high risk of recurrence, that is women who were not treated
with surgery or who had residual disease >1 cm after surgery, had the greatest PFS
benefit, as well as an increased OS by 4.8 months [128,130]. Bevacizumab was
introduced in primary clinical treatment in Sweden in 2014, after recommendations
in the national guidelines [131]. At present, women with FIGO stage IIIC and
residual disease after surgery or with FIGO stage IV are offered bevacizumab in
addition to standard chemotherapy treatment.
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1.7.4 Poly(ADP)ribose polymerase inhibitors
The enzyme PARP repairs single-strand DNA breaks. Tumors with BRCA or other
HRD deficiencies cannot repair double-strand DNA breaks and therefore rely on the
PARP enzyme to repair single-strand breaks. Thus, inhibiting PARP damages the
DNA of the tumor, but not the DNA of normal cells. Treatment with PARPi has been
a game-changer in diagnostics, since HRD-testing was introduced, and in the
treatment of epithelial ovarian cancer.
The SOLO1 trial studied the PARPi olaparib as an additional treatment to standard
chemotherapy in FIGO stages III and IV disease with germline BRCA mutations and
reported a substantially increased 3-year PFS from 26.9% to 60.4% [132]. Additional
follow-up showed that the 5-year PFS increased from 21% to 48%, with tolerable
side-effects [133]. Additional RCTs on PARPi, PRIMA (niraparib), VELIA
(veliparib) and PAOLA-1 (olaparib in combination with bevacizumab) have shown
similar results in women with BRCA mutations and other HRD mutations [134-136].
1.7.5 Evaluation of primary treatment
As previously mentioned, CT scans are used to evaluate tumor response, and a
baseline CT performed before the start of treatment is required for comparisons. The
response evaluation criteria in solid tumors (RECIST) can be used to evaluate
response or progression [137] and is recommended in the Swedish national
guidelines [131]. A maximum of five target lesions on the base-line CT are selected
and compared to later CT scans evaluating treatment. The evaluation is categorized
into:
- Complete response
- Partial response, with at least 30% decrease in the summarized tumor diameter
of all target lesions
- Stable disease
- Progression, with at least 20% increase in tumor diameter of the target lesions
and an increase of at least 5 mm. New lesions are also considered to be
progression.

1.8 The organization of healthcare
Centralized primary care for advanced ovarian cancer has been suggested to increase
overall outcome [138-142]. The treatment of ovarian cancer was centralized in the
Netherlands in 2012, even if some areas initiated centralized care before that, from
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2005 and onwards. After nationwide centralization, an increase was observed in OS
from 23.5% in 2000-2005 to 25.7% in 2012–2015 [143]. The study was conducted
using the Dutch national registry and included 15 314 women with stage IIB–IV
ovarian cancer diagnosed in 2000–2015. Another study from the Netherlands
evaluating centralized care and including 7 987 patients with advanced ovarian
cancer showed a 3% annual reduction of risk of death between 2004 and 2013 and a
higher degree of optimal cytoreduction [144].
In Sweden, the WSHCR was the first region to centralize primary care for advanced
stages in 2011, and national guidelines suggesting centralization in all of Sweden
were introduced in 2012 [131,145]. Since then, the national guidelines have been
implemented in all Swedish regions and have been evaluated in a national
population-based study [146]. The results show an 11% increased RS in the complete
cohort regardless of treatment and increased complete cytoreduction at PDS from
29% to 53% after the introduction of the national guidelines [146]. In the United
States, the possibility of centralized care has been discussed in a register study whose
results showed that high-volume hospitals performed extensive upper abdomen
surgery more frequently and had fewer complications compared with low-volume
hospitals [147]. Furthermore, a U.S. national database study including 8 894 women
with advanced disease in 2010–2014, showed that women receiving PDS at highvolume hospitals had a higher degree of complete cytoreduction compared with those
treated at low-volume centers [89].
Centralization of cancer surgery also improves outcomes in other diagnoses that
demand complex surgery and have high mortality [148], and the concept is widely
discussed in many regions and countries. Advocates of centralized care argue that
centralization offers equal care for a population, as it provides high standard of care
that follows distinct guidelines for everyone, irrespective of income or residency
[139,149]. Opponents argue that treatment delays may be induced, patients may have
to travel further for treatment, and low-volume hospitals may become impoverished.
In the Netherlands, instead of longer treatment intervals, shorter intervals and
increased adherence to guidelines were seen after the centralization of care for
advanced ovarian cancer [150].
People’s perceptions of travel distance were studied in a cohort with a mix of
previous and current patients, health professionals, and members of the public. The
results showed that people were willing to travel 75 min longer to reduce their risk
of complications by 1% and more than 5 hours longer to reduce their risk of death
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by 1% in a hypothetical setting [151]. Another study on travel preferences included
women with adnexal masses, among which 81% required a survival benefit of ≤6%
to travel an additional 80 km [152].

1.9 Recurrence
In Sweden, patients are recommended to have follow-up after primary treatment,
every 3–4 months for the first 3 years, then every 6 months for 2 additional years
[131]. A majority of women with advanced ovarian cancer will have recurrence, even
if there is no evidence of disease after primary treatment.
1.9.1 Diagnosing recurrence
CT scans are performed when recurrence or progression is suspected. The previously
mentioned RECIST criteria used in the evaluation of primary treatment are also used
to define progression and recurrence. Testing of CA-125 is decided on an individual
basis. As previously discussed, CA-125 values may vary due to reasons other than
tumor progress and should not be used as the only variable in diagnosing recurrence.
A Cochrane review was performed to assess the effect of CA-125 testing in women
with complete response after primary treatment and no evident recurrence [153]. The
review reported no survival benefit from early discovered recurrence with increasing
CA-125 levels, but possibly lower quality of life. All the women included in the
review were treated with chemotherapy alone at recurrence [153].
1.9.2 Surgery at recurrence
The RCT study DESKTOP III, which compared chemotherapy alone with
chemotherapy combined with surgery at recurrence, was published at the end of 2021
[154]. The results showed that a selected patient cohort benefited from cytoreductive
surgery at recurrence [154]. Patients eligible for cytoreductive surgery at relapse
were defined in the earlier DESKTOP studies and include those with [155,156]:
- Platinum-sensitive relapse
- Complete cytoreduction at PDS
- ECOG/WHO performance status of 0
- Ascites ≤500 mL
The surgically treated cohort in DESKTOP III had a high complete cytoreduction
rate at 75.5% and an increased survival of 53.7 months vs 46.0 months in the group
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treated with chemotherapy alone. Moreover, there was no difference in quality of life
during the 1-year follow-up [154].
1.9.3 Oncological treatment at recurrence
Platinum-sensitive relapse is relapse after a durable response to platinum-based
chemotherapy that is defined as ≥6 months without recurrence after the end of
platinum-based treatment. Women with platinum-sensitive relapse will be treated
with platinum-based chemotherapy at recurrence and women that are not platinumsensitive will receive individualized treatment depending on their previous
treatments and performance status. Women that have not previously been treated
with bevacizumab or PARPi may be treated with them at recurrence after individual
assessment.

1.10 Survival
As previously discussed in this introduction, survival depends on various factors and
can be measured in different ways as described below.
Progression-free and disease-free survival
Progression-free survival is often used as a surrogacy survival measure in research
as it does not require as long follow-up times as OS or RS. Disease-free survival
(DFS) is used in a similar way, but requires complete remission after primary
treatment. In this thesis, PFS is used as a survival measure in Paper III and DFS in
Paper II.
Population-based survival
The term “population-based survival”, which is used in Papers I and II in this thesis,
refers to the survival of all cancer patients diagnosed within a certain geographic
area.
Overall survival
Overall survival is commonly used in cancer research and is defined as the
percentage of patients still alive at a specified time after diagnosis. Overall survival
includes all causes of death and is sometimes referred to as “all-cause survival”,
“observed survival” or “crude survival” [157]. The data on OS are readily available
and reliable, but not very specific. Increased OS may measure increased survival due
to other causes rather than fewer cancer deaths [157].
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Net survival
Net survival is a survival term that refers to survival from cancer if there are no other
sources of death [157,158]. It is an excellent tool for comparing survival between
different cohorts with large demographic differences or over different time periods.
There are two forms of net survival; cause-specific survival and RS [157,158].
Relative survival
Relative survival is a measure of net survival that does not include cause of death
data. The observed survival in the cancer patient cohort, regardless of the cause, is
compared with the expected survival in a comparative group within the general
population [157,158]. Relative survival, which is commonly used in epidemiological
studies and by cancer registers, divides the observed mortality by the expected
mortality. If the RS survival ratio is 1.0, then there is no difference between the
observed survival in the study cohort and the expected survival. A factor lower than
1.0 indicates an inferior survival in cancer patients compared with the general
population; that is, a number below 1.0 indicates an excess mortality in the studied
cancer cohort. Both cancer-specific deaths and indirect deaths caused by possible
treatment toxicities or suicides that may otherwise not be classified as cancer-related
deaths are captured by RS [158]. In this thesis, RS is used in Papers I and II.
Excess mortality
The excess mortality is a measure of net survival that subtracts the expected mortality
from the observed mortality. It can be expressed as a rate, excess mortality rate ratio
(EMRR), or a total number of excess deaths [159]. Historically, excess mortality has
most often been used to describe mortality in infectious epidemic outbreaks such as
the influenza. The widespread use of excess mortality reports, both by governments
and in the media, during the Covid 19 pandemic has increased researchers’ and the
public’s understanding of this survival measure, which has not been commonly used
in cancer research. If the EMRR is 1.0, then there is no difference between the
cohorts, whereas a factor higher than 1.0 indicates excess mortality. In this thesis,
EMRR is used as a survival measure in Papers I and II.

1.11 Costs
1.11.1 Cost of illness
Dorothy Rice, an American health statistician, developed a method in the 1960s to
describe the economic consequences of diseases, called the “cost of illness” [160].
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The concept of cost of illness includes both direct costs and indirect costs of health
care. Direct costs include health care expenditures, while indirect costs include the
cost of production loss due to sick leave and premature death. Some cost-of-illness
studies also include the cost of informal care by family and friends.
Studies on the societal cost of illness of cancer are scarce, even though the impact of
cost on medical treatments is often discussed both in the medical community and in
society at large. Adequate cost-of-illness analyses require registered and available
data on health care expenditures, sick leave and mortality. Sweden has unique
opportunities to study the cost of illness due to several well-kept registers and
statistical data available for researchers, as well as personal identification numbers
for every Swedish citizen. Cost-of-illness studies can be used to evaluate new
treatments and organizational changes.
Cost-of-illness studies aim to provide information of the economic burden of a
specific disease, enabling comparison of costs and identifying the most important
cost components. Cancers with high mortality diagnosed in people of working age
have high indirect costs from the loss of production. In cost-of-illness studies on
breast and pancreatic cancer, the direct costs of the disease were only 30% and 36%
respectively [161,162]. The main part of the indirect cost of breast cancer was found
to be that caused by premature mortality (52%) [161]. On the other hand, cancers
that are commonly diagnosed after retirement, with lower mortality, have lower
indirect costs; e.g., direct costs make up 62% of the cost of prostate cancer, while
informal care makes up 28% and indirect cost comprises 10% [163].
The cost of illness for ovarian cancer in Spain was estimated in a model built on data
from Spanish and international literature reviews [164]. The study included all stages
and covered 10 estimated years, from 2017 to 2026. The direct costs constituted 71%
of the total cost of illness, direct non-healthcare costs including informal care made
up 25% and indirect costs comprised 4%. However, the indirect cost in this study
seems to be low, considering that the average age at diagnosis is approximately 60
years of age and ovarian cancer has high mortality.
1.11.2 Cost-effectiveness
There are numerous cost-effectiveness studies on medical treatments. When new
medical treatments are introduced, cost-effectiveness studies are expected in order to
legitimate use of the new treatment. Cost-effectiveness studies generally focus on the
cost of treatment and on adverse events, sometimes including out-of-pocket costs for
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patients. The cost-effectiveness of bevacizumab and PARPi treatments have been
analyzed in multiple studies with diverging results, probably partly due to different
patient selection [165-170]. Some studies suggest that maintenance treatment is costeffective [171,172], while others do not show cost-effectiveness at the present time
[167,168]. Out-of-pocket costs for women treated with PARPi have been shown to
be high due to the long period of treatment, which sometimes extends over years
[166,173]. Cost-effectiveness studies of PARPi does not take into consideration the
indirect costs of production loss. To the best of my knowledge, there are no studies
of cost of illness including PARPi; nevertheless, considering the effect of PARPi on
survival and the relatively few reported adverse events during treatment, PARPi can
be expected to lower the cost of illness of ovarian cancer.
The cost-effectiveness of advanced ovarian cancer surgery has been studied by Aletti
et al. [174]. Complex surgery was reported to be expensive yet cost-effective due to
the survival gain of 1.32 years in women treated with complex surgery vs simple
surgery [174]. PDS was shown to be significantly more cost-effective then NACT
and IDS [175]. The direct health care costs were higher for PDS, but women treated
with PDS had greater quality-adjusted life-years, which explains the costeffectiveness [175].
The cost of the implementation of a major system change in specialist surgery for
prostate, bladder, renal, and esophagogastric cancers has been studied in the United
Kingdom [176]. Organizational health care costs were studied meticulously
including meeting minutes, interviews, salaries and consultancy fees. The
researchers concluded that including the costs of the implementation of
organizational change may make the change less cost-effective [176]. Major system
change may also improve survival, resulting in lower indirect costs and decreased
cost of illness.
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2. Aim
The overall aim of this thesis was to explore a population-based cohort in which
ovarian cancer care has been centralized; more specifically the aim was:
• To study the effect of centralized primary treatment of advanced ovarian
cancer concerning DFS and RS (Papers I and II).
• To study disease-specific characteristics and treatment factors in advanced
ovarian cancer and how these factors affect DFS and RS (Papers I and II).
• To study surgical complications within 30 days postoperatively in a complete
population-based cohort of advanced ovarian cancer and explore associations
(Paper III).
• To study and analyze the societal costs of ovarian cancer in a complete
population-based cohort (Paper IV).
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3. Patients and methods
The study design and patient cohorts of the papers included in this thesis are
summarized in Table 7.
Table 7. Overview of Papers I–IV.
Paper I

Paper II

Paper III

Paper IV

Type of study

Population-based
cohort

Population-based
cohort

Population-based
cohort

Population-based
cohort

Number of patients

523 (259/264)

495 (244/251)

384

283

Setting

WSHCR

WSHCR

WSHCR

VGR

Period of inclusion

2008–2013

2008–2013

2013–2017

2011–2012

Follow-up

December 31,
2015, or death

May 2019, or
death

November 2020,
or death

6 years per
individual

Source of information

SQRGC and
medical records

SQRGC and
medical records

SQRGC and
medical records

SQRGC, LISA,
VEGA, and
medical records

Outcomes

Surgical, Time
interval from PDS
to chemotherapy,
RS, EMRR

Surgical, RS,
EMRR, DFS,
Centralization

Surgical,
Complications,
Completed
chemotherapy,
Albumin, PFS

Direct costs,
Indirect cost, Cost
of illness

WSHCR: Western Sweden health care region; VGR: Region Västra Götaland; SQRGC: Swedish Quality Register of
Gynecological Cancer; LISA: The Longitudinal Integration Database for Health Insurance and Labor Market Studies from
Statistics Sweden; VEGA: Western Sweden´s health care database; PDS: Primary debulking surgery; RS: Relative survival;
EMRR: Excess mortality rate ratio; DFS: Disease-free survival; PFS: Progression-free survival

3.1 Study population
The studies of this thesis were performed among the population of the WSHCR
(Papers I, II and III) which comprises 1.9 million people, or approximately 20% of
the Swedish population. The main part of the region consists of the county of
Western Sweden, with a population of 1.7 million (Paper IV) which is referred to as
Region Västra Götaland (VGR). Figure 5 presents a map of Sweden with the
described areas marked for clarification.
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Figure 5. Map of Sweden divided into six health care regions. The magnified map shows the Western
Sweden health care region (WSHCR) where Region Västra Götaland (VGR) is presented in the grey
area [177].

The WSHCR has one tertiary hospital, Sahlgrenska University Hospital and four
county hospitals, three of which are located in the VGR. The tertiary hospital has
gynecological oncology surgeons who perform all types of gynecological cancer
surgery including extensive debulking ovarian cancer surgery such as upper
abdominal surgery. It also has gynecological medical oncology specialists who plan
all the oncological schedules for the chemotherapy and targeted treatments given in
the WSHCR. The WSHCR was the first region in Sweden to centralize care for
patients in advanced stages of ovarian cancer, starting in January 2011 [145]. The
main changes were to centralize primary surgery (both PDS and advanced IDS) and
to aim for a maximum 28-day interval between PDS and chemotherapy, with the
intention of starting chemotherapy treatment within 21 days. National guidelines
suggesting centralization for all of Sweden were introduced in 2012 [131]. Since
then, the national guidelines have been implemented in all Swedish regions. All
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gynecological cancer treatments in Sweden are performed by publicly funded stateowned hospitals.

Paper I
All women ≥18 years diagnosed with ovarian and fallopian tube cancers during
2008–2013 in the WSHCR were identified using the Swedish Quality Register for
Gynecological Cancer (SQRGC). The inclusion criteria were: epithelial and nonepithelial ovarian and fallopian tube cancer in FIGO stage III–IV. The exclusion
criteria were: concurrent advanced cancers and primary surgical treatment performed
outside the region. Centralization in the WSHCR was implemented in January 2011
and the study population was divided into two cohorts: those diagnosed before
(2008–2010) and those diagnosed after (2011–2013) centralization. Patients were
followed until December 31, 2015 or until death, whichever came first. A flowchart
of Papers I and II is shown in Figure 6 below.

Paper II
Paper II included the same population as Paper I, except for the exclusion of nonepithelial cancers. However, more patients were excluded from the first study
population after additional pathology examinations in order to sharpen the patient
selection exclusively to morphology-verified ovarian and fallopian tube cancers.
Patients with only a cytology-based diagnosis were excluded since they did not fulfill
the criteria. Moreover, incomplete histology reports were re-examined by a specialist
in gynecologic pathology at Sahlgrenska University Hospital which revealed
misclassifications of some patients, leading to a change in their diagnosis. An
additional review of medical records by one of the authors revealed that some
patients had no follow up after surgery within our region and, since the endpoint of
Paper II was DFS, these patients were also excluded. As in Paper I, the study
population was divided into two cohorts: those diagnosed before (2008–2010) and
after (2011–2013) centralization. Patients were followed until May 2019 or death,
whichever came first.
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Paper II

Paper I
n=817
Ovarian, fallopian tube cancer
FIGO I-IV
2008-2013
Exclusions
n=294
FIGO I-II, n=294

Exclusions
n=3
Concurrent cancer,
n=2
Surgical treatment
abroad, n=1

n=523
Epithelial and nonepithelial cancer,
FIGO III-IV

n=497
Epithelial cancer,
FIGO III-IV

Exclusions
n=320
Misclassifications*,
n=28
Non-epithelial
cancer, n=38
FIGO I-II, n=250
Missing data, n=4

Exclusions
n=2
Concurrent cancer,
n=2
2008-2010

n=258

2011-2013

n=262

2008-2010

n=244

SQRGC data

Study
population

2011-2013

n=251

Figure 6. Flowchart of Papers I and II.
*

only cytology-based diagnosis or a change of diagnosis after additional pathology
examination; n: number; FIGO: Federation Internationale de Gynecologie d’Obstetrique;
SQRGC: Swedish Quality Register of Gynecological Cancer.

Paper III
All women ≥18 years diagnosed with ovarian, fallopian tube, or primary peritoneal
cancer, FIGO stage III and IV, during 2013–2017 in the WSHCR were identified
using the SQRGC. Inclusion criteria were: PDS or IDS having been performed.
Exclusion criteria were: misclassifications due to cytology-based diagnosis only, or
if the PDS or IDS registered in the SQRGC was considered to be emergency surgery
or surgery intended for diagnosis only, when medical records were reviewed by one
gynecological oncology surgeon. Patients were followed until November 2020 or
death, whichever came first.
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Paper III
n=405
Ovarian, fallopian tube, primary
peritoneal cancer
FIGO III-IV
2013-2017

Excluded
n=8
Misclassification*

n=397

n=342
Mild or no
complications

Excluded
n=13
Only explorative
surgery

SQRGC data

Study population

n=42
Severe
complications

Figure 7. Flowchart of Paper III.
*

only cytology-based diagnosis; n: number; FIGO: Federation Internationale de
Gynecologie d’Obstetrique; SQRGC: Swedish Quality Register of Gynecological Cancer.

Paper IV
All women ≥18 years diagnosed with ovarian, fallopian tube, primary peritoneal
cancer, or UPS, including all FIGO stages in VGR during 2011–2012 were identified
using the SQRGC. Exclusion criteria were: no existing registered medical records or
medical costs in the county even if there was an identified diagnosis in the SQRGC.
Cases were followed for 6 years from diagnosis, also after death to enable assessing
the cost of production loss due to premature death.
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Figure 8. Flowchart of Paper IV.
n: number; FIGO: Federation Internationale de Gynecologie d’Obstetrique; SQRGC: Swedish
Quality Register of Gynecological Cancer.

3.2 Data collection
3.2.1 The registers
This thesis was conducted by linking Swedish register data based on unique personal
identity numbers available for each member of the Swedish population [178].
The SQRGC
All four studies identified women diagnosed with ovarian cancer in the population
using the SQRGC. The SQRGC began in 2008 and has close to 100% coverage every
year in the WSHCR compared against the Swedish National Cancer Registry. In
Sweden, it is mandatory to report to the Swedish National Cancer Registry; thus, all
diagnosed individuals can be found, since all Swedish citizens have a unique
individual identification number. The Swedish National Cancer Registry has over
95% coverage of all malignant tumors, 99% of which are morphologically verified
[179]. The WSHCR has used the ovarian cancer string of the SQRGC since its
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introduction in 2008. Gynecological oncology surgeons and medical oncologists
register data into the register prospectively and consecutively at the time of primary
treatment and at follow-up. The SQRGC contains detailed information about
histopathology, surgical and oncological parameters, complications, received
treatments, and recurrences, as described and validated by Rosenberg et al. [180]. In
all the papers of this thesis, the date of death, if appropriate, was collected from the
Swedish Population Register [181].
The LISA and VEGA registers
In Paper IV, the Longitudinal Integration Database for Health Insurance and Labor
Market Studies from Statistics Sweden (the LISA registry), was used to obtain
socioeconomic status, including income, employment, days of sick leave and marital
status. The LISA registry has been validated for its use in medical research and the
data on occupation for the Swedish population is 95% complete [182]. Individual
information on inpatient and outpatient health care was retrieved from VGR´s health
care database VEGA which has been used for calculating costs per patient since the
mid-1990s [183].
3.2.2 Included variables
The majority of the predefined variables for all studies were retrieved directly from
the SQRGC. When a variable was missing in the register the dataset was completed
from medical records, if possible.
Diagnosis
The International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems
(ICD-10) based on the WHO criteria was used for tumor location. The studied
diagnoses were: C56.9 ovarian cancer and C57.0 fallopian tube cancer (all papers);
C48.1 and C48.2 primary peritoneal cancer (Papers III and IV); and C76.2 and C76.3
UPS (Paper IV). Data on histology and grade were collected from the SQRGC. In
Papers II and III, patients who only had a cytology-based diagnosis were excluded
since they did not fulfill the criteria of ovarian and fallopian tube cancer. In Paper II,
as previously mentioned, incomplete histology reports were re-examined by a
specialist in gynecological pathology at Sahlgrenska University Hospital which
revealed misclassifications of some patients, leading to a change in their diagnosis
and exclusion from the study cohort. In Paper IV, ovarian, fallopian tube, and
primary peritoneal cancer were categorized as “ovarian cancer and other”.
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Stage
Surgical staging was performed according to the FIGO classification from 1988
[184] in the cohorts 2008–2013. The FIGO classification from 2014 was
implemented in Sweden in January 2014 and for following years. The study cohorts
were classified correspondingly [185].
Patient characteristics
Age at diagnosis was collected from the SQRGC for all papers. In Paper III, the
patient’s health status prior to surgery was recorded according to the ECOG/WHO
performance status (described in Table 5 above) and registered in the SQRGC at the
time of surgery. In addition, in Paper III, BMI, albumin, and whether or not the
patient was a smoker were collected from medical records, since the SQRGC does
not include these variables. BMI was calculated from the weight measured closest to
surgery, but at the earliest 1 month before surgery. The latest albumin during the
month before surgery was registered. Albumin <30 g/L was considered to be low in
our univariable and multivariable analyses and this cut-off level was chosen because
it has been used in previous studies [115,186]. Only a current smoking habit was
recorded; ex-smokers were considered to be non-smokers. In Paper IV, inhabitants
in areas where basic gynecological inpatient care was provided at the tertiary hospital
were considered to be urban residents and women living elsewhere in VGR were
considered region residents. In Paper IV, as mentioned above, individual information
on health care, income, and sick leave was retrieved from the VEGA database and
LISA registry.
Surgical outcomes
Before January 1, 2011, primary surgery of advanced ovarian cancer was performed
at all hospitals in the WSHCR. After January 1, 2011, the majority of primary
surgeries were performed at the tertiary center, after each case had been discussed at
the regional weekly multidisciplinary boards. Information on primary surgical
procedures was retrieved from the SQRGC and categorized as PDS, IDS or
explorative surgery in all papers. Residual disease is categorized in the SQRGC as
cytoreduction of the tumor to: R0 (0 cm), ≤0.5 cm, >0.5– ≤1 cm, >1–≤2 cm, and >2
cm. The gynecological oncology surgeon responsible at surgery evaluates whether
R0 has been achieved; if not the surgeon categorizes the residual disease, and enters
the data into the SQRGC after surgery. In Paper III, detailed information on surgical
procedures, including information about upper abdominal surgery, was extracted
from the SQRGC. Surgeries were categorized according to Aletti et al. and grouped
as having a low (0–3), intermediate (4–7), or high (≥8) SCS as described previously
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in Table 3 [93]. The length of hospital stay was retrieved from the SQRGC and
defined as full days, with day 1 as the first day after surgery, until hospital discharge
to the patient’s home.
Oncological treatment
The gynecological medical oncology department at the tertiary hospital was
responsible for all oncological treatments and protocols in the WSHCR during the
study period (including follow-up) for all papers (i.e., 2008–2020). Chemotherapy
treatments were administered to patients either at the tertiary hospital or at the local
county hospital, depending on residency. In all papers, women with ovarian cancer
were scheduled primary adjuvant chemotherapy protocols after PDS with carboplatin
(AUC 5) and paclitaxel 175mg/m2 intravenously every third week for 6 cycles with
evaluation regarding response at cycle numbers 3 and 6. The chemotherapy protocols
for NACT were identical to the adjuvant chemotherapy and IDS was planned after 3
or 4 cycles. Bevacizumab was implemented in the WSHCR during 2013 for women
with residual disease after primary surgery according to regional guidelines [145]. In
Paper I, the time interval from PDS to the start of adjuvant chemotherapy was
retrieved from the SQRGC. In Paper I, first-line chemotherapy was categorized into
four subgroups: (1) carboplatin + paclitaxel; (2) other platinum-based; (3) other; and
(4) none. In Paper III, first-line chemotherapy was categorized into five subgroups:
(1) platinum taxane combination + platinum other; (2) platinum taxane bevacizumab
combination; (3) non-platinum; (4) no chemotherapy; and (5) missing. “Platinum
other” referred to a combination of patients treated with only carboplatin, those who
received only carboplatin initially but had paclitaxel added later, and those who had
an allergic reaction to paclitaxel after a few cycles so that paclitaxel was removed
from their treatment protocol.
In Paper IV, information about additional treatments at first recurrence were
retrieved from the SQRGC, and medical records were further reviewed for all cases.
A majority of patients were treated with carboplatin combinations and, at further
recurrences, patients were treated with various chemotherapy regimens.
Bevacizumab was used at first recurrence in one patient and in three more patients
at later recurrences. During the 6 years of follow-up in Paper IV, patients received
up to eight lines of oncological recurrence treatment.
Surgical complications
Each patient’s worst complication within 30 days of surgery was extracted from the
SQRGC and validated through medical records. The CD classification system was
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used to classify surgical complications, previously described in Table 4 [98]. No or
mild complications (CD 0–II) were compared with severe complications (CD ≥III)
in the statistical assessment since severe complications were considered to be the
most clinically relevant. Only complications within 30 days of surgery were included
in order to possibly exclude chemotherapy effects on complications.
Recurrence
Information on recurrence was retrieved from the SQRGC for Papers II, III, and IV.
All cases with no reported recurrence in the SQRGC were reviewed using medical
records and the recurrence date was specified and confirmed in all appropriate cases.
Date of recurrence was at a CT or MRI evaluation indicating recurrence, sometimes
in combination with raised CA-125 levels, and described in the medical records. In
rare cases recurrence was diagnosed as an unexpected finding during abdominal
surgery and the date of surgery was registered as the recurrence date. In Paper II,
data on recurrences was reviewed in April 2019. Cases were categorized as: (1)
complete remission with no evidence of disease; (2) recurrence; or (3) never tumor
free.
Survival
The outcome DFS was defined as time from the date of diagnosis to the date of
diagnosed recurrence, excluding those who were never tumor free. In Paper III, data
on progression and recurrence was reviewed in November 2020. The outcome PFS
was defined as time from the date of diagnosis to date of diagnosed progression,
recurrence or death.
In Papers I and II, RS was defined as the time from diagnosis to the latest follow-up
or to death. Information on follow-up was retrieved from the SQRGC. Clinical
follow-ups of patients were done at fixed time-points according to regional and, from
2012, national guidelines that were consistent throughout the time period of all
papers, 2008–2020 [131,145]. Follow-up was planned every third to fourth month
during the first year, every 6 months up to 3 years and then once yearly until 5 years
from diagnosis. At follow-up, the status of the patient was reported to the SQRGC.
Mortality was retrieved from the Swedish National Population Register for all
Papers.
Cost analyses
Cost analyses were conducted from a societal perspective. Health care utilization of
inpatient and outpatient care as well as cost from production loss were included in
the analyses. Costs were presented in Euro (€), and an assumed average exchange
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rate of 0.10 was used when converting from Swedish crowns to €. The data was
structured so that one hospitalization episode (inpatient care) or hospital visit
(outpatient care) had one cost connected to it; however, the data could contain more
than one ICD-10 code and procedure code. Health care expenditures due to other
health care conditions, unrelated to ovarian cancer, were extracted from the cost
analyses. The decision regarding which conditions were related to ovarian cancer or
not in the cohort was made by two experienced doctors: one gynecological oncology
surgeon and one medical oncologist.
Assuming that production loss is valued at market price, i.e., gross salaries and
payroll taxes, loss of production was valued by the human capital approach [187].
A daily estimation was used that included payroll taxes of €195 [188]. The annual
cost of productivity loss was estimated as a function of annual days of sick leave
multiplied by the daily estimation.

3.3 Statistical analyses
Papers I and II
Relative survival was computed using the Ederer II method [189]. Mortality data for
the general population in Sweden was used to estimate expected survival rates for
the study populations. The mortality data comprised the probability of death for
single-year age groups in 1-year calendar periods. Pearson’s chi-square test was used
to test the difference between proportions within the groups, while a Kruskal-Wallis
test (in Paper I) and Fisher’s exact test (in Papers I and II) were conducted to compare
population characteristics. Student’s t-test was used in the analysis of continuous
variables (Paper II). A p-value of <0.05 with a two-sided test was considered to be
statistically significant.
Relative risk between different groups in Paper I was estimated by Poisson
regression. R statistical software (version: 3.1.3) was used for all statistical analyses
and the “relsurv” package (version 2.0.6) was used for the RS and Poisson estimation
in Paper I.
In Paper II, a log-rank type test was used to test the difference in net survival [190],
and the difference in excess mortality was estimated as EMRR [191]. In addition, a
Cox proportional hazard regression model was used to estimate the effect of selected
variables on DFS and EMRR (Paper II) [192]. We tested the proportional hazard
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assumptions of the Cox regressions models and the RS models in Paper II to
determine the interpretability of the estimates [193,194]. R statistical software
(version 3.6.2) was used for all statistical analyses in Paper II. We used the “survival”
package (version 3.1.12) for the estimation of the Cox proportional hazard regression
models and “relsurv” (version 2.2.3) to estimate EMRR (Paper II).

Paper III
Three-year PFS was calculated comparing low vs intermediate/high SCS and PDS
vs IDS, with a 95% confidence interval (CI) using the Kaplan-Meier method. The
difference in PFS between cohorts was tested with a log-rank type test. Welch’s ttest, the chi-square test and Fischer’s test were used to test associations between
groups. Chi-square and Fisher’s tests were used for categorical variables and
Welch’s t-test was used for continuous variables. If data was missing, that patient
was excluded from that variable analysis. A p-value of <0.05 with a two-sided test
was considered to be statistically significant. Univariable and multivariable binary
logistic regressions were performed to evaluate the effect and potential risk factors
for severe complications. The program used for statistical calculations was R
statistical software (version 4.0.3).

Paper IV
The statistical analyses included three dependent variables: inpatient costs,
outpatient costs, and the cost of production loss. Multivariable Poisson regressions
with robust variance and a 95% CI were used to estimate the inpatient and outpatient
health care costs and the cost of loss of production, since the dependent variables
were positively skewed. These models accounted for age at diagnosis (continuous
variable); residence (coded as “urban” or “region”); income at index year categorized
into three equal groups of mean annual income from work and retirement pension;
FIGO stage (coded as (1) FIGO I–II or (2) FIGO III–VI, X); and cancer diagnosis
(coded as (1) ovarian cancer and other or (2) UPS). All analyses were carried out in
Stata (version 16.1, Stata, College Station TX, USA). The “poisson” was used to fit
the regression models, while the “margins” command was used for predictions.

3.4 Ethical approval
All included patients had approved their participation in the SQRGC. All studies
were approved by the regional ethical review board in Gothenburg: Papers I, II, and
III, Dnr: 946-14 and T283-17; and Paper IV, Dnr: 867-16.
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4. Results and comments
This section summarizes and discuss the results of the outcomes of this thesis.
Patient and tumor characteristics of all papers are summarized in Table 8.
Table 8. Patient and tumor characteristics, Papers I–IV.
Paper I
Setting
Study period
Cohort size
Age (years), median (range)
FIGO stage, n (%)
I–II
III–IV, Xa
Primary tumor, n (%)
Ovarian cancer
Fallopian tube cancer
Primary peritoneal cancer
UPS
Histology, n (%)
Serous cancerc
HGSC
LGSC
Endometroid cancer
Clear-cell cancer
Mucinous cancer
Other
Missing
Primary treatment, n (%)
PDS+chemotherapy
NACT+IDS
Complete cytoreduction, n (%)d
Yes (R0)
No (R>0)
Operating hospital, n (%)
Tertiary hospital
County hospital
Residency, n (%)
Urbane
Region

Paper II

Paper III Paper IV

WSHCR
2008–2010
n=259
67
(22–94)

2011–2013
n=264
66
(34–89)

WSHCR
2008–2010
n=244
67
(30–94)

2011–2013
n=251
65
(34–89)

WSHCR
2013–2017
n=384
66
(20–89)

VGR
2011–2012
n=283
67
(20–92)

259

264

244

251

384

76 (27)
207 (73)

254 (98)
5 (2)

240 (91)
24 (9)

239 (98)
5 (2)

233 (93)
18 (7)

300 (78)
54 (14)
30 (8)

243 (86)b

40 (14)
211 (82)

222 (85)
174 (71)
14 (6)
31 (13)
6 (2)
5 (2)
13 (5)
1 (0)

192 (76)
19 (8)
16 (6)
8 (3)
7 (3)
7 (3)
2 (1)

29 (11)
4 (2)
5 (2)
8 (3)

18 (7)
7 (3)
8 (3)
6 (2)

216 (84)
18 (7)

204 (77)
40 (15)

198 (81)
20 (8)

190 (76)
41 (16)

304 (79)
80 (21)

79 (37)
135 (63)

99 (49)
105 (51)

71 (36)
127 (64)

92 (48)
98 (52)

187 (49)
196 (51)
290 (76)
94 (24)
171 (61)
111 (39)

a FIGO

stage X is included in Paper IV; b not defined in Paper IV, includes ovarian, fallopian tube, and primary
peritoneal cancer; c grade not defined in Paper I; d includes PDS in Papers I and II, includes PDS and IDS in Paper
III; e Urban refers to residents where primary health care is provided at the tertiary hospital; n: number; WSHCR:
Western Sweden health care region; VGR: Region Västra Götaland; FIGO: Federation Internationale de
Gynecologie d’Obstetrique; UPS: Serous cancer of undesignated primary site; HGSC: High-grade serous cancer;
LGSC: Low-grade serous cancer; PDS: Primary Debulking surgery; NACT: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy;
IDS: Interval debulking surgery; R: Residual disease
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4.1 Primary treatment outcomes
• PDS was performed in 76%–84% and NACT and IDS were performed in
7%–21% of the complete cohorts (Papers I–III).
• Complete cytoreduction at PDS increased from 37% before centralization to
49% after centralization (Papers I and II).
• Women with residual disease after surgery decreased from 43% to 34% after
centralization and women that did not have a recurrence within 5 years
increased from 9% to 17% after centralization (Paper II).
• Patients completed chemotherapy protocols equally before and after
centralization (Paper I).
• The time-interval from PDS to the start of adjuvant chemotherapy decreased
from 36 to 24 days after centralization (Paper I).
• Severe complications did not affect the completion of planned chemotherapy
(Paper III).
Comments
The proportion of PDS vs IDS can be expected to affect the outcomes of
complications and survival, as discussed in the introduction. Papers I and II showed
a difference between the cohorts before and after centralization, with a lower
proportion of PDS after centralization (2011–2013). The lower proportion of PDS in
the later cohort is believed to be an effect of the impact of the EORTC-55971 study
published in September 2010, which compared PDS to NACT and IDS and reported
no survival difference and lower morbidity after NACT [75], as discussed above. In
Paper III (2013–2017), 79% of patients were treated with PDS and 21% with NACT
and IDS.
Complete cytoreduction increased significantly after centralization, as shown in
Papers I and II. The importance of having highly skilled surgeons perform the
advanced ovarian cancer surgery in order to be able to obtain complete cytoreduction
cannot be emphasized enough; moreover, becoming an experienced surgeon requires
practice. Centralization was initially discussed in our region as data from the SQRGC
showed a significantly higher complete cytoreduction rate and RS at the tertiary
hospital (unpublished data). This was the first important step towards the centralized
primary surgery of advanced stages of ovarian cancer. Multiple research results
showing increased survival at complete cytoreduction [79,81,195-197] eventually
sealed the discussion, and the joint decision of centralization in the region was made.
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The complete cytoreduction rate is on the low side in our study cohorts compared
with the ESGO guidelines which recommend >50% as a minimum target and an
optimal target of >65% [198]. However, in the registered data from the SQRGC in
our region during the study period, all surgical attempts that were up-front decided
as PDS were also registered as PDS in the SQRGC, even if no debulking at all was
performed due to a very large tumor burden. The SQRGC was updated in 2020 and
it is now possible to extract more precise information about the decision-making at
the time of surgery. In clinical practice, the surgeons performing these procedures at
our center have received further education and practice since the studies were
performed, and our clinic is aspiring to be a certified ESGO center in the coming
years.
Residual disease after primary treatment, including chemotherapy, is a heavy burden
for the women affected. In general, great effort is made by health care workers and
patients alike to achieve complete cytoreduction; when this effort fails, patients’
confidence in the future may fall. At an advanced stage of the disease, the risk of
recurrence is constantly present; however, being able to live through a period with
no evident disease is presumably valuable to the patient.
A time interval of less than 28 days between PDS and adjuvant chemotherapy is
generally seen as optimal, as previously mentioned [122]. At centralization the
guidelines suggested a time interval of <28 days with an aim of 21 days, and Paper I
reports reassuring results of compliance to these guidelines. Importantly, in Paper III
there was no statistically significant difference in completed chemotherapy among
no or mild complications vs severe complications. However, this result may be
affected by the relatively small cohort of severe complications (n=42) so further
studies with larger cohorts are needed.

4.2 Surgical Complications
Paper III describes complications after surgical treatment of advanced ovarian
cancer with PDS or IDS during the time period of 2013–2017. Severe
complications are described in Table 9 and the CD classification of complications
is described in Table 4 above.
• Almost 30% had any complication and only 11% had severe complications.
• Pleural fluid requiring drainage was the most common severe complication.
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• Intermediate/high SCS was an independent predictive factor for severe
complications, shown in Table 10.
• Potential risk factors for complications were: low preoperative albumin levels;
intermediate and high SCS; residual disease after PDS or IDS; and PDS
compared with IDS.
• Women with severe complications had significantly lower preoperative
albumin levels. The risk of complications decreased by a factor of 0.93 with
every increase per unit in albumin.
Table 9. Most severe surgical complication per patient within 30 days
of surgery. Adapted from Paper III.
Total n=384 (%)
CD classification:
CD 0–II
CD ≥III
Description complications CD III–V:
CD IIIA
Pleural fluid, drainage
Hydronephrosis, nephrostomy
Wound infection, drainage
Wound, resutured
Wound seroma, drainage
CD IIIB
Hemorrhage
Intra-abdominal abscess
Intra-abdominal abscess and hemorrhage
Vaginal vault abscess
Wound dehiscence
Urinary tract injury
Stoma necrosis
Suspected anastomosis leakage
Anastomosis leakage
CD IVA
Pulmonary failure
Hemorrhage
CD IVB
Anastomosis leakage
Sepsis, multiple organ failure
CD V
Sepsis, multiple organ failure, cardiac arrest

342 (89.1)
42 (10.9)
22 (5.7)
16 (4.2)
2 (0.5)
2 (0.5)
1 (0.3)
1 (0.3)
14 (3.6)
3 (0.8)
2 (0.5)
1 (0.3)
2 (0.5)
2 (0.5)
1 (0.3)
1 (0.3)
1 (0.3)
1 (0.3)
3 (0.8)
2 (0.5)
1 (0.3)
2 (0.5)
1 (0.3)
1 (0.3)
1 (0.3)
1 (0.3)

CD: Clavien-Dindo; n: number
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Table 10. Multivariable logistic regression analysis with severe complications as
endpoint (n=384). Adapted from Paper III.
Variables
Preoperative albumin level (g/L)
<30
≥30
Primary Surgery
IDS
PDS
Resection rate at IDS and PDS
R>0
R0
Surgical complexity score
Low (0–3)
Intermediate (4–7)
High (≥8)

CD III–V multivariable analysis
OR 95%CI

p-value

1.0
0.96 (0.90–1.02)

0.180

1.0
4.70 (0.88–86.99)

0.143

1.0
0.47 (0.20–1.04)

0.068

1.0
2.62 (1.05–7.21)
4.11 (1.39–12.94)

0.047*
0.012*

Statistically significant; n: number; CD: Clavien-Dindo; OR: Odds ratio; CI: Confidence interval; IDS: Interval
debulking surgery; PDS: Primary debulking surgery; R>0 Residual disease; R0: Complete cytoreduction

*

Comments
In Paper III, we aimed to study a complete surgical cohort at primary treatment after
centralization in our region in order to map out severe surgical complications. The
performed surgery was categorized according to the work of Aletti et al. [93] and
modified to suit the surgical procedures performed in the study, as described
previously in Table 3. Previous studies report the incidence of complications ranging
from approximately 5% to 25% depending on patient selection, surgical approach,
and how complications are reported and categorized [69,94,199]. As surgery
becomes more advanced with the ambition of reaching the goal of complete
cytoreduction, increased incidence of complications can be expected. Postoperative
complications should be considered the adverse effects of surgery, and described as
ambitiously and meticulously as adverse effects of medical oncological treatments
to enable patients and health care professionals the possibility of optimal decisionmaking. Wright and colleagues [99] showed that high-volume centers were
associated with higher rates of major complications, but were also more likely to
rescue. Women treated at low-volume hospitals who had complications were 48%
more likely to die than women who had complications at high-volume hospitals [99].
Interestingly, and mentioned previously, Aletti et al. [115] identified a high-risk
group associated with a low survival outcome defined by age >75; high tumor burden
or stage IV; and poor performance status (ASA ≥3), or albumin levels <30 g/L. These
women had no survival benefit of low residual disease after debulking surgery [115].
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More complex frailty indexes have been constructed since then in order to try to
identify patients that will not benefit from advanced surgery [94,114]. However, very
complex preoperative assessments tend not to be user-friendly and may not be
utilized in a health care setting.
In an attempt to identify the prognostic factors associated with complications, we
analyzed multiple variables (Appendix: Paper III, Table 4) comparing clinically
insignificant CD 0–II complications with severe CD ≥III complications. There was
a significant difference between the cohorts in preoperative albumin levels, PDS vs
IDS, R0 vs R>0, and SCS. The following multivariable regression analysis showed
that intermediate and high SCS were the only independent significant factors for
severe complications as shown in Table 10 above. However, even if low albumin
levels did not independently predict severe complications in our study, women with
severe complications had significantly lower preoperative albumin levels, 32 g/L;
clearly lower than the reference range at our laboratory: 36–45 g/L at age <70 and
34–45 g/L at age ≥70. The results in our study may have been affected by 16%
missing data regarding albumin in the complete cohort. Patients with missing data
were excluded from the regression analysis. Low albumin levels have been found to
predict complications in previous studies and is a known marker for nutritional status
[115-117]. In a recent study by Dai et al. albumin was also a predictor of survival
after IDS, where patients with albumin ≤35 g/L had 19 months shorter OS than
patients with albumin ≥36 g/L [200].
The difficulty of studying surgical complications comes from the bias that is
introduced when selecting patients that are eligible for surgery. This bias makes the
evaluation of surgical complications complicated but nevertheless important. We
hope that the understanding of complications is increased by covering a complete
population-based surgically treated cohort of both PDS and IDS.

4.3 Costs
Paper IV describes the cost of illness of ovarian cancer diagnosed in 2011–2012
with a follow-up of 6 years. The mean cost of illness of ovarian cancer per year per
patient was €45 094.
• The indirect cost of production loss constituted 59.1%.
• Direct costs, that is, health care expenditures, were lower in the early stages
compared with advanced stages for every year from diagnosis.
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• There were no differences in indirect costs, that is, cost of production loss,
between the early and advanced stages during the first 2 years after diagnosis.
After the second year, the indirect costs were higher in advanced stages.
• There was no difference in direct costs depending on income levels.
• Outpatient cost was higher during the index and second year for women who
received chemotherapy and follow-up at county hospitals compared with
women who were cared for at the tertiary hospital.

Euro

Comments
The findings in Paper IV indicate that the indirect costs of production loss constitute
a major part of the cost of illness in ovarian cancer, shown below in Figure 9. This
finding was not unexpected, since previous studies on pancreatic cancer and breast
cancer, which also affects patients of a working age and have a high mortality, have
reported similar results, as previously mentioned [161,162]. As expected, the direct
costs of healthcare, that is, inpatient and outpatient costs, were higher for advanced
stages for every year from diagnosis as shown below in Figure 10 and Figure 11.
Interestingly, our study showed that there was no difference in the indirect cost of
production loss during the first 2 years after diagnosis when comparing early and
advanced stages. This finding indicates that the surgery and chemotherapy treatment
for almost all women with ovarian cancer, regardless of stage, take a toll even when
surgery is not advanced and even when there is no residual disease after primary
treatment. After the second year, the indirect costs of production loss stayed at a high
level in advanced stages but fell in early stages. This finding is probably due to
recurrence, since the median time to recurrence is less than 2 years in advanced
stages.
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Figure 9. Cost of illness of ovarian, fallopian tube, primary peritoneal cancer, and serous
cancer of undesignated site; diagnosed 2011–2012 and followed for 6 years. Costs in Euro (€).
All Federation Internationale de Gynecologie d’Obstetrique (FIGO) stages.
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Figure 10. Cost of illness of ovarian, fallopian tube, primary peritoneal cancer, and
serous cancer of undesignated site; diagnosed 2011–2012 and followed for 6 years.
Costs in Euro (€). Federation Internationale de Gynecologie d’Obstetrique (FIGO)
stage I and II.
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Figure 11. Cost of illness of ovarian, fallopian tube, primary peritoneal cancer, and
serous cancer of undesignated site; diagnosed 2011–2012 and followed for 6 years.
Costs in Euro (€). Federation Internationale de Gynecologie d’Obstetrique (FIGO)
stage III, IV, and X.
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Importantly, we found no statistical difference in the direct cost of health expenditure
depending on income levels. Our study cohort had a relatively low median income
compared with the national median income levels for both women and men.
However, when comparing the income levels of the women in our study to those of
all women of working age (18–67 years) in our region during 2011–2012, the cohorts
compared well [188]. The wage difference may depend on the fact that women
generally had an approximately 14% lower income than men in Sweden during
2011–2012, a gap that tapered to 11% in 2018, which was the last year of follow-up
in our study [188]. Sweden has the lowest wage spread of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries [201], but the relatively
low income of our study cohort may affect the result.
The outpatient cost was higher for women that received chemotherapy and followup in the region, compared with those that were treated at the tertiary hospital. The
reason for this is not known, and lies beyond the scope of our study.

4.4 Survival
Our research revealed the following findings in regard to survival:
• After centralization, the 3-year and 5-year RS increased and the EMRR
decreased (Figure 12; Figure 13; Table 11; Papers I and II).
• The median 5-year RS was 17 months longer after centralization for all
women with ovarian cancer (Paper II).
• The 5-year DFS increased after centralization in the complete cohort and for
women treated with PDS (Figure 14; Table 11; Paper II).
• Centralization and R0 were significant independent factors for DFS and
EMRR (Figure 15; Paper II).
• The 90-day mortality rate after surgery was low, 1% (Paper III).
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Figure 12. 3-year relative survival of ovarian and fallopian tube cancer stage III–IV comparing before (2008–
2010) with after (2011–2013) centralized advanced ovarian cancer care. All: All women diagnosed with ovarian
and fallopian tube cancer, regardless of treatment; PDS: Primary debulking surgery; R0: Complete
cytoreduction; R>0: Residual disease.
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Figure 13. 5-year relative survival of ovarian and fallopian tube cancer stage III–IV comparing before (2008–
2010) with after (2011–2013) centralized advanced ovarian cancer care. All: All women diagnosed with
ovarian and fallopian tube cancer, regardless of treatment; PDS: Primary debulking surgery; R0: Complete
cytoreduction; R>0: Residual disease.
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Figure 14. 5-year disease-free survival of ovarian and fallopian tube cancer stage III–IV comparing before
(2008–2010) with after (2011–2013) centralized advanced ovarian cancer care. All: All women diagnosed with
ovarian and fallopian tube cancer, regardless of treatment; PDS: Primary debulking surgery; R0: Complete
cytoreduction; R>0: Residual disease.
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Table 11. Survival in ovarian and fallopian tube cancer comparing after
(2011-2013) with before (2008-2010) centralization.

EMRR
All
PDS
PDS, R0
PDS, R>0
DFS (HR)

All

Paper I

Paper II

0.59 (95%CI 0.45–0.76)
0.58 (95% CI 0.42–0.79)
0.44 (95%CI 0.24–0.81)
0.75 (95%CI 0.51–1.09)

0.62 (95%CI 0.51–0.76)
0.57 (95%CI 0.46–0.71)

0.77 (95%CI 0.64–0.93)

EMRR: Excess mortality rate ratio; PDS: Primary debulking surgery;
R0: Complete cytoreduction; R>0: Residual disease; DFS: Disease-free survival;
HR: Hazard ratio; CI: Confidence interval

Figure 15. Forest plot of a multivariable Cox regression analysis with excess mortality rate
ratio (EMRR) as endpoint in advanced ovarian and fallopian tube cancer diagnosed 2008–
2013. Adapted from Paper II [202].
HR: Hazard ratio; CI: Confidence interval; PDS + chemo: Primary debulking surgery and adjuvant
chemotherapy; NACT: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy; IDS: Interval debulking surgery; R0: Complete
cytoreduction; R>0: Residual disease. a The assumption of proportional hazard is not fulfilled. * Statistically
significant

Median 5-year relative survival
The median RS increased for all women, regardless of treatment, from 27 months
(95%CI:23–34) to 44 months after centralization (95%CI:40–52; p-value (log-rank)
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<0.001). Women treated with PDS and adjuvant chemotherapy had an increased
median RS from 33 months (95%CI:27–40) before to 51 months (95%CI:43–61)
after centralization. When R0 was achieved at PDS, the median RS increased from
57 months (95%CI:38–80) before to 74 months (95%CI:62–87) after centralization
and at residual disease, the median RS increased from 27 months (95%CI:23–34) to
39 months (95%CI:28–43), respectively.
Median 5-year disease-free survival
The median DFS for all women regardless of treatment was 18 months (95%CI:17–
21) before centralization compared with 22 months (95%CI:20–25) after. Women
treated with PDS and adjuvant chemotherapy had a median DFS of 20 months
(95%CI:18–22) before centralization compared with 24 months (95%CI:21–29)
after. When R0 was achieved at PDS, the median DFS was 26 months (95%CI:21–
34) before, compared with 42 months (95%CI:26–59) after centralization and, when
residual disease was registered, the median DFS was 19 months (97%CI:17–21)
compared with 20 months (95%CI:15–24), respectively.
Comments
We found important survival results when comparing our cohorts before and after
centralization, with increased RS and decreased EMRR for all women regardless of
treatment. Since we were interested in the disease-specific survival, RS was chosen
as a survival measure rather than OS. Our finding that EMRR was 0.62 after
centralization compared with before means that 38% fewer women died of advanced
ovarian cancer after centralization.
It is likely that numerous factors affect the improved survival outcomes after
centralized care. As previously discussed, some of these factors may be improved
surgical techniques that come with practice, an increased ability to handle severe
complications, and the shorter time interval between PDS and chemotherapy. Wright
et. al. explored whether adherence to quality metrics explained the survival
difference between high- and low-volume hospitals in the United States and
concluded that, even if low-volume hospitals had high quality scores, survival was
lower than at high-volume centers [91]. As previously discussed, advanced ovarian
cancer care has been centralized in the Netherlands since 2012, and it has been shown
that there was a small increase (from 23.5% to 25.7%) in OS in all patients, regardless
of treatment, after centralization, as well as a larger increase (from 29.3% to 34.7%)
in women treated with PDS or IDS [143]. The 5-year RS in our cohort of all women
with ovarian cancer increased from 24% to 37% after centralization, and, if surgically
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treated with PDS, from 29% to 43%, as shown Paper II. In the NACT + IDS group
in our study, the increase was from 5% to 24%. In the Netherlands, a majority of
women with advanced disease (71%) were treated with NACT and IDS in the later
time period in 2013, compared with those treated with NACT and IDS in 2004 (28%)
as shown by Eggink et al. [144], which may explain the lower survival outcome in
the Dutch study [143].
Interestingly, in Paper II, we found that centralization and complete cytoreduction
were significant independent prognostic factors for EMRR (Figure 15) and DFS. In
the multi-regression analysis of complete cytoreduction, with the hazard ratio (HR)
of DFS as endpoint, the assumption of proportional hazards did not hold since the
estimated HR was not constant. The HR should therefore be interpreted as an average
over time. We performed additional calculations and estimated the HR for the first
500 days after the start of treatment (HR 0.72) and after 500 days (HR 0.43). The
results suggests that complete cytoreduction improves DFS, even if the effect varies
over time.
In Paper III the complete study cohort was treated after centralization and we
reported a low 90-day mortality rate (1%), in accordance with previous studies in
high-volume centers [203]. The cohort with severe complications is too small (n=42)
for an adequate sub-analysis of severe complications effect on survival. Future
studies on larger cohorts are needed to explore complications effect on survival.
Complications have been registered nationally in Sweden in the SQRGC since 2020
which will enable future population-based studies. The median PFS for the cohort of
low SCS was 4.3 months shorter than the median PFS for the cohort of
intermediate/high SCS, probably reflecting that most patients with intermediate/high
SCS had a higher degree of complete cytoreduction. The statistical assessment of
median PFS comparing the SCS cohorts had overlapping CIs but a significant log
rank test (p=0.038), further discussed below. For the PDS cohort, the median PFS
was 6.7 months longer than for the IDS cohort and statistically significant with
both 95%CI and log-rank test (p<0.001).
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5. Discussion
5.1 Methodological considerations
Randomized controlled trials are considered to deliver the highest degree of scientific
evidence, but they are not always feasible. All the studies in this thesis are
population-based cohort studies based on register data and completed with medical
records. Population-based cohort studies enable the analysis of events that are
difficult to control in the setting of an RCT, such as surgical treatments or a change
in health care organization. High coverage and validated data are crucial to ensure a
high scientific standard in studies based on register data. Importantly, the data is
entered into the registries prospectively at the time of diagnosis and treatment, which
reduces the risk of bias. The registers are designed to be used in research and studies
performed on these registers may be considered prospective cohort studies. The
definition of a prospective design is that data is collected before the outcome occurs.
The generalizability of population-based data is often considered to be an advantage,
compared with RCTs. The cohort studied in population-based studies, is a cohort that
was treated in standard care, rather than in a setting designed for a specific study that
may later be difficult to mimic in routine practice. Random errors are believed to be
reduced in population-based studies due to the relatively large sample size. However,
a disadvantage of register data is that it is entered by many different individuals,
which may affect the quality of the registered variables. Also, data on confounders
may not be available. As in any study, it is important to assess whether a true
correlation exists or whether the result is a matter of causal association. The infinite
possible errors of a study cannot be fully known in any study design, but there are
ways to design and analyze epidemiological studies to minimize errors as further
discussed in this section.
5.1.1 Random errors and study size
Random errors appear due to chance. Any study with a large enough sample size
reduces random errors to a negligible level [204]. Confidence intervals and p-values
estimate random errors. A wide CI suggests a low precision and a narrow CI suggests
a high precision. There were no sample size calculations in any of the studies in this
thesis, since all studies were population based. In Paper III, there were confusing
statistical results in the sub-analysis of PFS in regard to low SCS vs intermediate/
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high SCS, as previously discussed. The study cohort was quite large, n=180 vs
n=204, and there was a statistically significant p-value (log rank) but overlapping CI.
The results in the sub-analysis of the prognostic factors for severe complications
from Paper III also showed wide and overlapping CIs in some variables in the logistic
regression analysis. The statistical results of both sub-analyses suggest the need of a
larger study cohort for adequate statistical evaluation.
5.1.2 Systematic errors
Systematic errors, that is, bias, are due to an incorrect selection of study participants,
insufficient measurements of study variables, and/or incomplete knowledge of
confounding factors [204] as discussed further below.
Selection bias
When the participants in a study have different exposure and disease risk than nonparticipants, a selection bias is introduced. In a population-based study of a specific
diagnosis, this bias should be minimized since all diagnosed individuals are included.
However, being diagnosed with ovarian cancer requires a pathological review of
tissue from the ovaries. When there is no sample from the ovary, or a cytology-based
diagnosis only, women are instead diagnosed with UPS. UPS has a lower RS than
ovarian cancer [205,206]. According to a Swedish national study with data from the
SQRGC from 2009 to 2013, UPS constituted 11% in the complete cohort of all
serous cancer from the ovary, fallopian tube, peritoneum and undesignated origin in
the register [206]. Understanding the selection of patients included in studies on
advanced ovarian cancer is important to enable comparisons of outcomes [207]. A
selection bias may be introduced in in Papers I, II, and III since UPS is not included
in these studies. Paper IV included UPS which constituted 14% of the cohort from
2011–2012. In Paper IV, the population included had a lower median income level
than the national median income for women, which could also introduce a selection
bias affecting the results, especially the sub-analysis of the outcome of direct health
care costs depending on income levels.
Information bias
Misclassified variables may cause an individual to be classified into an incorrect
category [204]. There is a risk of misclassification and underreporting in all papers
in this thesis, due to incorrect or missing data in the registers and medical records.
However, missing data were found to be evenly distributed and should therefore not
affect the outcomes. In Paper II, we had additional pathologic examinations
performed by a specialist gynecological pathologist when the original examination
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was incomplete. We found some patients that did not have ovarian or fallopian tube
cancer but instead had other cancer diagnoses or borderline tumors of the ovary.
These patients had been classified as ovarian cancer patients in the register and most
of them were diagnosed before centralization which may have affected the results in
Paper I. Pathological examinations, as other areas of health care and society at large,
evolve over time and there will always be differences between cohorts in studies that
take place over a long time period. Paper IV contains no information about the
household income which could lead to cases being categorized into the low-income
group and the sequent presumed socioeconomic group even if they should be
categorized into a different socioeconomic group.
Confounders
Confounding is explained as the confusion of effects [204]. Confounders are
associated with both exposure and outcome, but are not an effect of either. The
confounding factor must be imbalanced between the compared cohorts to introduce
a confounding effect [204].
In Paper III, confounding by indication may be introduced, since only women
believed to benefit from surgery are operated upon; thus, women with a very high
risk of complications were not included in the study. However, there is no other way
to study surgical complications in an ethical way. We studied several possible
confounders such as age, stage, and histopathology in all studies in an attempt to
minimize bias. In Papers II and III, possible confounders were analyzed in regression
analyses. Regression analyses may help determine the effect of each variable
introduced into the analysis but may also dilute the result if too many possible
confounders are introduced. Therefore, the regression analyses did not include
variables that were possible confounders if no difference was found when comparing
the p-values between the cohorts.

5.2 General discussion
The primary treatment for advanced ovarian cancer has been transformed by the
improved survival shown at complete cytoreduction at PDS and the introduction of
targeted therapies. Complex surgery is required to meet the expected standard, which
demands education and practice among surgeons, along with a well-organized health
care infrastructure. Personalized treatment is important in regard to both surgical
and medical oncological treatments. This thesis aims to investigate the effects of
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centralized ovarian cancer care in regard to complete cytoreduction at primary
surgery, recurrence and survival. We also wanted to explore complications after
primary surgery and to analyze the cost of illness in a complete population-based
cohort treated after centralization.
Survival
Primary surgery on advanced ovarian cancer performed by an experienced
gynecological oncologist [138,140] at high-volume centers shows increased survival
outcomes, compared with surgery that is performed by general gynecologists or
surgeons at low-volume centers [90,208-211]. We believe that centralized care
involves more than the enhanced experience that comes with practice for the surgeon.
Complex surgery does not only require a skilled surgeon; it also requires other
experienced health care professionals such as anesthesiologists, nurses,
physiotherapists, and dieticians. High-volume health care offers the possibility of
building a team around the patient to optimize outcomes and prevent adverse events.
In our region, centralization involved the introduction of multidisciplinary treatment
boards handling all patients with advanced ovarian cancer disease. Every week
personalized treatment options are openly discussed and questioned among
gynecological oncology surgeons, gynecological medical oncologists, general
gynecologists from county hospitals, gynecological radiologists and pathologists; the
result is more equal care for the patients and an enhanced knowledge for everyone
present. As discussed in Section 4.1 and 4.4, complete cytoreduction and survival
increased after centralization, and the time interval between PDS and adjuvant
chemotherapy was reduced. It is of great importance to facilitate referral structures
that consider patient’s travel distance in centralized health care. General health care
should be provided in close vicinity to a patient’s home, but specialized health care
in diseases with poor survival, should be provided by trained high-volume expert
teams to improve outcome.
Deciding on the best possible treatment for every patient is not easily achieved.
Although extensive surgery is associated with a higher risk of complications, the risk
is believed to be outweighed by the positive effects of radical surgery on survival
[199]. Ultra-radical surgery was assessed in a study from Stockholm where,
surprisingly, OS was not improved when more ultraradical and complex surgeries
were performed, and R0 increased from 37% to 67% [212]. However, the number of
women with no surgical treatment also increased from 24% to 33% and the number
of women treated with NACT and IDS decreased from 34% to 4% [212]. PDS
followed by adjuvant chemotherapy is, without doubt, the primary treatment of
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choice due to better survival outcomes; nevertheless, this treatment may not be
feasible for all women due to frailty, tumor burden or personal requests. It could be
speculated that the study from Stockholm indicates that PDS with a very high SCS
is not always in the best of interest of every patient. NACT together with IDS may
be a more appropriate treatment modality for a selected patient cohort bearing in
mind that some women that initiate treatment with NACT are never offered surgery
and non-surgically treated women have a much lower survival rate than surgically
treated women [146,212-214]. We expect that the currently ongoing randomized
controlled trial of radical upfront surgical therapy (TRUST) will provide us with
further knowledge of which patients benefits from PDS or from NACT followed by
IDS [83].
Complications
The crux of the matter is whether advanced surgery is worth the risk of severe
complications. Complete cytoreduction at PDS increases survival but also causes
severe complications which may affect survival. In a large epidemiological study,
including 5 223 women with advanced ovarian cancer in the United States, the
complication rate was 26.1% and, in the complete cohort, women with surgical
complications had shorter survival. However, even though the sub-group treated with
extensive pelvic and upper abdomen surgery had 2.26 times the odds of postoperative
complications, they also had a 1-year OS and disease-specific survival benefit [199].
Further large epidemiological studies are needed to assess the effect of surgical
complications on long-term outcome.
The surgical community should be encouraged to report complications, preferably
into large registers with standardized categorizations of surgery and complications,
in order to enable comparisons between studies. Complications lead to longer
hospital stays and higher costs and there may be a financial incentive in many health
care organizations to present low numbers of complications, causing further
ambivalence about reporting complications.
Costs
Studies on the cost of illness investigate both the direct costs of health care and the
indirect costs of production loss, in an appealing attempt to approximate the cost of
a disease for society. The concept is not flawless and does not include, for example,
the cost of informal care given by relatives and friends or the cost of travel for the
patient. The results of cost-of-illness studies are also affected by the society under
study, as there may be differences in economic compensation for sick leave and out75
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of-pocket costs for patients. The development of health care at large is demanding
increasing resources on a global level. The advantage of the cost-of-illness approach
is that it brings survival into the cost equation. Ovarian cancer, like many diseases
with a high mortality for those of working age, causes society a high loss of resources
due to production loss. It is essential to explain to health care officials that, even
though health care costs rise with more advanced surgery and new oncological
treatments, increased survival may lower the cost of illness for society at large.
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6. Conclusions
This thesis and its associated papers yielded the following conclusions:
• Centralized PDS at advanced ovarian cancer increased complete
cytoreduction and shortened the time between surgery and adjuvant
chemotherapy (Paper I).
• Centralized advanced ovarian cancer care improved survival both in the
complete cohort, regardless treatment, and in the cohort treated with PDS and
adjuvant chemotherapy (Papers I and II).
• Disease-free survival increased after centralization of advanced ovarian
cancer (Paper II).
• Centralization and complete cytoreduction were independent factors for
increased RS and DFS (Paper II).
• Intermediate/high SCS was an independent factor for complications (Paper
III).
• Albumin was a valuable predictor of severe complications (Paper III).
• The direct costs of ovarian cancer were higher in advanced stages compared
with early stages for every year from diagnosis (Paper IV).
• The indirect cost of productivity loss constituted more than half the cost of
illness from ovarian cancer (Paper IV).
• There was no difference in indirect costs between early and late stages for the
first two years after diagnosis (Paper IV).
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7. Future perspectives
Ovarian cancer is a heterogeneous disease with high morbidity and mortality, and
researchers all over the world are working on improving outcomes in a variety of
different studies. Early detection of tumor-cell expression may enable screening and
stage shifting, discovering the disease at an earlier stage, and increasing the
possibility of prolonged survival or even cure. Personalized treatments, taking into
consideration the histopathology and gene expressions of the tumor, are being
introduced and there is also hope that further research will lead to an enhanced
knowledge and new treatments also for the more unusual histopathologies.
In surgery, an ambitious ongoing RCT compares PDS and adjuvant chemotherapy
vs NACT and IDS in order to enable optimal decision-making regarding surgical
treatment of advanced ovarian cancer and the results will hopefully be known in 2024
[83]. Complex preoperative triage algorithms, possibly guided by artificial
intelligence, may customize which treatment should be provided to which patient in
the future. To be able to reach this level of personalized health care, further large
studies on the adverse effects of different treatment modalities and their effect on
outcome are necessary. The use of register-based large study cohorts for
epidemiological studies is essential for small subgroups and rare outcomes. The
SQRGC includes complications within 30 days of surgery for all of Sweden since
2020, and we hope to be able to perform future studies on a national cohort, including
information on UPS, in order to address the issue of possible selection bias.
A tailored treatment should also include patients’ requests and opinions. In a
systematic review from 2019, three RCTs showed no difference in quality of life
between PDS vs NACT, but both groups reported improved quality of life after 6
months compared with the baseline [215]. In the same review, two observational
studies were included that showed no difference in comparison of standard and
extensive surgery after 6 months [215]. Further studies are needed on patientreported quality of life after advanced surgery. Patient-reported outcome measures
(PROM) assess how patients experience their disease and health, while patientreported experience measures (PREM) assess how satisfied patients are with their
health care experience. Standardized patient reports such as PROM and PREM may
enable comparisons between different studies. Including PROM and PREM
variables into registers will enable large studies on patient-reported outcomes.
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Future personalized and targeted therapies may be associated with higher healthcare
costs and possibly, depending on the health care system, higher out-of-pocket costs
for patients. We hope that cost-of-illness studies will be performed in order to attempt
to understand the complexity of these costs. If a treatment increases the time to
recurrence and prolongs survival, its societal cost will probably fall, even if the
treatment comes with a high health care cost. It is our responsibility as researchers
and health care professionals to provide health care officials with fair and
comprehensive data, including on costs, to enable optimal decision-making.
Gynecological oncology societies provide guidelines, such as the ESGO quality
indicators, to inspire institutions to strive toward optimal surgical care.
Centralization of advanced ovarian cancer surgery can be expected to be introduced
in more regions and countries, given the distinct results of increased survival in highvolume centers. It is of great importance to include the entire population in such
centralization, in order to ensure high-quality and equal health care for all women.
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